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An analysis of the modern technologY employed in
ElectrcEic Warfare systems is carried out. Electronic
and optical techniques presently used in the
detection, localization, processing and identification
of signals, linked with active and passive
ccuntermsasures and countercountermeasures, are
analyzed. "Seal-world" designs and configurations are
discussed with respect to effectiveness, reliability
and desigc and operational trade-offs. Topics are
divided according the modern classification of
Electronic Warfare, covering confusion reflectors,
masking and deceiver jammers, intercept receivers as
well as the new field of Slectro-Optical Electronic
Warfare. special characteristics inherent to the
Sur£ac€ Navy are pointed out. In the Appendices, the
experiment of a circuit devised to be useful in aignal
recogniticn is described, and a list of missiles with
electicnic and guidance characterisrics is presented.
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instantaneous automatic gain control
intercontinental ballistic missile

IFK instantaneous frequency measuring (receiver)
IfT instantaneous Fourier transform (receiver)
IH infrared
IBCM infrared counter measures
IRLB infrared laser ranger
LABAWS laser homing and warning system
LAMES light airborne multi-purpose system
ILITV low light level television
MTEF mean time between failures
MTI moving target indication
QfiC quick reaction capability
BECC rapid bloom offboard countermeasures




TOA time of arrival
TEF tuned radio frequency (receiver)
ms track-while-scan (radar)
TWT traveling wave tube
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a. THE IBPCETANCE OF ELECTRONIC WARFARE
A coDcmcn fcrm cf criticisa of military planners of all
time has been to say that they are preparing to fight the
previous ^ar, never the current one. After World War II this
criticisiE seemed to lose meaning because during the two
decades fcllc»»ing everybody was preparing for an exclusive
nuclear conflict. Ironically, conditions changed and then
the planners discovered that they should switch and fcecoiDe
prepared for a vastly improved conventional threat. Indeed,
NATO's new view of the Warsaw Pact's threat is now one which
has evolved into low-level strike by manned bombers combined
with a high electronic warfare capability [1].
Traditionally the Russians have attached great
importance tc the concepts of Electronic Warfare. This can
be observed by looking at the extensive bibliography of
their teits en the subject. In order to illustrate this
point the following quotation has been taken from a 1968
Russian text transcribed into English [2]:
"...Success in radio war is achieved by superiority over
the enemy in the quantity and quality of radio electronic
technology and skill of its combat application. Thus, in the
contemporary stage of development of methods of armed
cciitat, electronic means have oecome weapons in the literal
meaning cf the word - weapon of radio war."
11

Electrcnic Warfare (EW) is becoming an aver increasing
factor ir the military equation especially after the large
deployment of electronically guided missiles in all kinds of
Sffall shifs giving them tremendous firepower. The functions
of electicnic detection, localization and tracking of
unidentif iatle or enemy emissions, as i«ell as passive and
active ^ammicg, tecome therefore vital tc counteract the
nissile threat.
The field of EW is also expanding. Restricted to the
use of chaff and single noise jammers in World War II,
modern EW is concerned with everything from portable
transceivers to satellite operations in space. Besides this,
EW is also spreading its scope to the visual and infrared
regions ct the spectrum due to the advent of the laser and
sensitive optical sensors.
During the October 1973 Yom Kippur War several new
equipments and techniques found extensive application by
both sides ceing used on land, at sea and in the air.
Lessons learned from this conflict have been pointed cut by
numerous war experts and official sources, with detailed
analysis appearing in the literature.
As a possible result of these lessons and also froi the
experience in Asia, EW expenditures have increased
substantially in recent years all around the world. This
has provided the necessary means for an expansion of
research, development, testing and evaluation (RDT & i) of
new technclogies.
Another point of great importance is the apparent
downgrading of security classification given to EW. The
United States Department of Defense's new initiatives on
sharing its front line EW technology with its NATO partners
and ether friendly nations have opened a significant
12

internaticnal market for EW aquipment. This fact also Kas
been reported as a recognition that most of the military
aircraft new offered on the export market cannot be
effective without their full coiiplement of EW capabilities.
As a conseguence, the commercial sales of E'H equipment have
increased more than 500% during 1975.
However, despite everything that has teen said before,
EW still has its critics, it is often underemployed, and its
understanding has suffered from high security
classification. The principal sources of criticism are that
EH is too expensive, hard to test and does not "kill". The
accusation of high cost is primarily caused by the constant
charges and updatings required by the EW systems. Indeed, to
keep the advantage over the enemy, one side must not only be
permanently researching and developing new techniques and
equipments but also there must be continuous intelligence
effort to determine what is happening on the other side.
This is evident in today's rush for capability in the 18-40
Ghz spectrum band and also in the new field of
Electro-Cp tical Electronic Warfare.
This mutant state of technology is one of the
characteristics of EW. It is like a vicious circle. As for
example, the development of a new radar technique will
require a suitable countermeasure, which in turn will cause
the development of a new countercounterraeasure , and
eventually fcrce a new radar technique to te devised. There
is of ccurse a lag between each stage of the process that
car range from days to years.
As pointed out by the critics, this circularity is
highly expensive since all radiating electronics can be
jammed if one can afford to pay the price for it. A gcal of
ccunterccuntermeasures is to make this cost prohibitive,
thereby breaking the cycle.
13

Against the accasation of high cost, EW advocates reply
that Weapon Systems are not cheaper and also the complexity
acd need for constant modernization of EW is nothing more
than a proof of its importance. The one who possesses the
tetter technclcgy certainly wins a very important point in
th€ battle.
The second accusation is that EW is hard to test, that
is, to have irs effects evaluated. The defense says that
this is net a cause but its effect. The cause is that EW is
prcbably underused in the services of several nations,
especially in the Surface Navy [3]. It is certainly net an
easy task to simulate an environment similar to the one that
can be found in a spectrum saturated with unexpected
signals. However, constant training and proper technical
kncwledge, allied to the existence of complete training
systems, make the job at least possible. Besides this, EW
has been tested on the battlefield and valuable lessens have
been learned from these past experiences.
Finally, the third accusation is that EW does not
"kill". Those in defense of EW counter that weapons do not
"jaiE"... Neutral observers do not see here any big problem
and indicate that it i:j just a matter ef properly using the
two cpticns: one can jam and/or kill. It is probably true
that some years ago a military officer felt more confident
if he knew that under his control rhere were powerful
missiles instead of EW equipment. However, a consideraisle
improvement in the reliability of these equipments, a tetter
understanding of the theory and operation cf these devices
and past experience in previous conflicts now allow for the
necessary confidence in the EH concept.
E. CLASSIIICATION AND BASIC DEFINITIONS
14

Electrcnic Warfare is ccramonly defined as military
action involving the use of electromagnetic energy designed
to allow fri€ndly forces to use their electronic or optical
eguipmect effectively but, at the same time, reduce or deny
hostile use cf the electromagnetic spectrum by the enemy.
The more adopted divisions of EW are:
Electronic Support Measures (ESM)
Electronic Countermea sures (ECM)
Electronic Countercountermeasures (ECCa)
A possible fourth division is Signal Intelligence
(SIGINT) iEor€ freguently however considered as part of ESM.
* Electronic Support Measures is intended to obtain
informaticn which can be useful in an electromagnetic
coEflict. This information can be used only tc provide
detection and threat warning or in addition can be used to
conduct ECM or ECCM. Therefore, ESM normally involve actions
taken to search for, intercept, locate and analyze radiated
electromagnetic energy. In a broader sense these support
measures alsc include all kinds of reconnaissance missions,
including industrial espionage.
* Electronic Countermeasures is that division cf EW
involving actions taken to prevent or reduce an enemy's
effective use cf the electromagnetic spectrum. It is
possible that these actions be carried out as a brute-force
approach cr they can try to deceive or confuse the enemy.
Sonetimes it is also helpful to classify ECM as actives or
passives
.
* Electrcnic Countercountermeasures is that division of
EW involving actions taken to oppose the ECM of the enemy
and thus irsure an effective use of the elecxromacnetic
spectrum ty friendly forces.
15

Electrcnic Warfare deals with all types of system:
radar, scnar, communications, weapons guidance, navigation.
The available literature, however, is more concerned with
the radar threat. Although the basic principles are common
to all systems, it is also true that each one has its own
particularities.
Regarding the communications aspect, for instance, as
compared with the radar case, some characteristics should be
feinted cut:
* the transmitter and the receiver are at different
locations. Thus, there is only a one-way path of
transmission involved and consequently jammers and
communicatic ns transmitters compete in equality of
conditicDS, both with an inverse square of distance
dependence factor. In the radar case the two-way path is
responsible for an inverse fourth power of distance
dependence factor in the Radar Equation that is a severe
disadvantage at normal operating ranges.
* presently, communication systems are of much more
varied types. Indeed several different schemes of modulation
are not only possible but widely use . In the radar case, a
great percentage of the systems actually in use are of the
conventional pulsed mode. Also, communications links could
be expected to exist in almost any location of the spectrum
ranging from low frequencies to the infrared or optical
regions.
* communications links are more flexible regarding time
of emission, that is, the transmission is more under control
of the operator and less dependent on extraneous factors.
These characteristics make communications EW more
difficult and less predictable than radar EW and thus its




Chapter II will cover Confusion Reflectors, especially
chaff which, due tc its effectiveness, relative simplicity,
wide application and stable use, seems tc deserve a broad
coverage.
Chapter III deals with active deceiving counter Measures.
These are iscre sophisticated devices and normally their
application has in mind specific eguipments. Thus, there is
a great variety of techniques and the more important
concepts are presented.
Chapter IV is concerned with Masking Jammers and here,
unlike deception jamming, the techniques have a
characteristic of universality. Therefore attention is more
concentrated in the components of the system, especially the
power amplifiers.
The three chapters discussed above belong to the ECM
division. Belated ECCM are covered at the end of the
respective chapter instead of putting them all together in a
separate chapter.
Chapter 7 is dedicated to ESM. Being a vast field,
efforts are concentrated in the basic principles of the
Intercept Receiver. Importance is given to some forms of
signal p-rocessing which is generally complex and an
impcrtant part of the system.
Chapters VI and VII have in mind the Electro-Optical
aspect of EW as related to the missile threat. Although tnis
is not a true division of ZW, the importance and infancy of
17

the field led to the idea of concentrating hasic topics in a
separate chapter.
Chapter VIII presents some particular aspects ccncerning
shifborne EW. The fundamental ideas are contained ir the
preceding chapters however for reasons discussed in that
chapter it appeared worthwhile tc emphasize more carefully
scjce characteristics of the Surface Navy.
Appendix A considers the development of a circuit which
could be useful in analyzing the characteristics cf an
unknown emissicn. The parameters of interest are the pulse
repetition frequency (PRF) and pulse width (PW) of a
conventional pulsed radar. The topic is related with
chapter V where a more global analysis is carried out.
Appendix E lists several missiles according their
primary functions. The description cf each type is
restricted tc the data found in the open literature,
concerning the aspects of more importance to EW such as





A. TIPES ANC APPLICATIONS
ConfusioE reflectors are devices that are used to
produce echoes other than those of the proper targets and so
divert attention of the radar. The use of these devices is
ccmnionly divided into:
* confusion of surveillance systems
* screening against radars.
The tasic idea is then to make true target echo
detection ard recognition difficult by immersing desired
targets in a field of many equivalent false targets or
hiding then in a compact cloud of echoes.
Three confusion reflectors that are normally used to
obtain large radar cross sections from small size targets
are :
* resonant dipoles - chaff
* noE resonant streamers - rope
* corners or other reflective geometries - angels.
1 . Chaff
Chaff consists of a large number of dipole
reflectors whose length is approximately one-half wavelength
of the freguency of the radar to be countered. Thus one can
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us€ chaff of several different lengths in the same package
to fce efiecrive against radars of widely different
frequencies. Chaff is also polarization sensitive but in
certain types the dipoles are projected to fall at an angle
tc the hcrizcntal, making them effective for all types of
polarization. Chaff was used during World War II for the
first tine ic July 1943 by the RAF [4]. It was so effective
that German radar operators are reported tc have exclaimed;
•Himmel, the planes are doubling themselves!'
Mere recently, chaff was again very effective during
the Linetacker 2 raids on North Vietnam when USAF Eoeing
E-52s equipped with noise jammmers and chaff were employed.
Still more impressive seems tc have been the use of
chaff in the Cctober 1973 conflict between Israeli and Arab
forces. According to the press, for each Russian Styx
lissile launched the Israelis fired in response long range
chaff rockets and also screening clouds of chaff were
released by packages from short range mortars. No single
hit was obtained in the firing of more than 50 Styx. This
is to be compared \«ith the fact that six years earlier, when
neither cf these countermeasures were employed, of six Styx
missiles fired by the Arabs, four sent the Israeli destroyer
Eilat to the bottcm and the other two sank a merchantman.
It is interesting to notice that chaff can alsc have
seme peaceful applications. Examples are tc produce distress
signals, position markers and as an inexpensive means of
assessing calculations of air current direction and speed at
high altitudes. Also, when dropped into thunderstorms, to




There are several considerations that must be
taken into account in its design. In principle, to maximize
reflection efficiency, the strips are made as narrow as
possitl€ provided the electrical resistance is not greatly
increased. However other factors such as air resistance,
drag, bandwidth of the response and mechanical strength also
affect the choice of -che optimal width. Indeed chaff must
satisfy the following conditions in order to be effective:
frequencies and
* high radar cross section
* correct response to desired
pclarizaticn
* resistance to corrosion and high temceratures
* cccpactness yet good dispersal characteristics
* rapid tloom and specific fall rate
* lea cost
* ability to withstand high acceleration and the shock
cf ejecticn.
Chaff can be made of several different iraterials
each one with trade-offs and so more suitable for a specific
apf licat icn
:
Aluminum Foil, the oldest but still popular form
of chaff because it is an economic material. In order to
give more uniformity to the cloud, aluminum foil chaff is
usually bent in cne extreme. It is employed when the
dispensing ccnditicn is not severe.
a silver Metallised Nylon, used under more severe
dispensing conditions like violent turbulence. It consists
of a nylcE monofilament coated with silver. Fall rates are
about 0.6 m/s.
Alufflinized Glass Fiber, more useful at higher
frequency ranges due to its very small diameter. Being less
dense the fall rate is slow and large chaff clouds remain




The cartridges that enclose chaff are of several
formats such as rectangular, cylindrical or the square cross
section type.
The rectangular type normally has standard
diiensicES cf 3 in x 5 in with thickness variable between
3/8 in and 2 in. It is normally housed in magazines. A
representative model of this package is the ER-72.
Ad example of the cylindrical format is the
Efl-136 and ER-137 series developed to meet an urgent
operational need during the Southeast Asian conflict. The
payload has two versions, aluminum foil and aluminum coated
glass fiber. It can be cut to one radar band or can provide
multiple tanc coverage.
The mere modern type is the square cross section
because this configuration makes maximum utilization of
available fayload volume and provides a faster blooming
effect when dispensed. As an example there exists the
RB-170A/ai made with aluminum coated glass and the
BR-170B/A1 fcith aluminum foil, both developed by Iracor
Inc., USA. Eimensions are about one inch square cross
section and length 8.25 in. An electrically activated
pyrotechnic squib inserted in the base of the cartridge
ejects the paylcad from the dispenser. The cartridge
contains five multi-band dipole cuts to provide protection
against all existirg radar contrclled threat systems.
b. Cartridge Launchers





* rockets launched from aircraft
* rockets fired from surface vessels.
C) £i2£92ser Sets
Depending on their location on the
aircraft, dispenser sats are of several types:
a j.ntegrated t.ype, housed within the airframe or
fitted on the structure. This configuration has the
advantage of not altering the aerodynamics of the aircraft
and is normally preferable although soietiaes there is no
more internal space available. The installation however is
often difficult and expensive. Almost any suitable opening
is useful because the dispensers can eject the cartridges in
any direction, up, down, sideways.
ccnformal or scab-on type, added to the aircraft
structure or to existing pylons. The installation is easy
but this new appendage to the pylon can change its design
aerodynaaics
.
I external or pod mounted, in which case depending
on the carrying aircraft the pod must possess supersonic
characteristics. The inherent flexibility of this
arrangement permits several pods to be installed on one
aircraft greatly increasing the amount of chaff availatle.
The composition of the dispensing set
depends in part en the intended tactical use of chaff. The
more comacn patterns are bursts and corridors, the former
used as deception to simulate false targets and the latter
as an effective means of denying detection by hiding the
target from a search radar. Fuze detonation is still
another use ex chaff. Even if the missile guidance radar
realizes that the chaff cloud represents a false target, the
missile ^ill explode if it passes close enough to cause a
23

sufficient dcppler shift. Another way cf viewing these
tactical uses is by considering self-defense or screening
actions.
A typical dispensing systei for
s6lf-prot€cticn normally consists of a control unit, a
prGgrainiD€r, a sequencer and the housing and dispensing
block.
the control ur.it is aounted in the cockpit and
provides ireacs for the pilot to control the system. Nornaily
its functicns allow selection of the dispenser that will
make the launch and a choice of manual or automatic
ejection. Id manual the pilot controls the individual
launching ty pressing a key. In automatic, the pattern of
ejection has been previously stipulated in the programmer.
The control unit also provides visual indication of the
actual renaining payload.
tte programmer unit can be installed in any
conveniert Iccaticn in the aircraft. It pre-establishes the
number of expendables to be ejected and the interval between
them. The ncmal pattern consists of "salvos" each one with
certain number of bursts. The outpux of the programmer box
are pulses that are sent to the sequencer unit - one for
each dispenser - selected by tne control unit.
The sequencer unit receives the pulses froi the
programmer which will be used to ignite the propellant in
the impulse cartridge. Another type of ejection could be
pneumatic, that is by pulses of compressed air.
The housing unit greatly varies with the model of
the disperser and the format, number and type of cartridges.
At this point it must be noticed that
almost all types of cartridge launchers for self-defense use
not chaff alone but the expendables are a mixture of chaff,
infrared flares and miniature transmitters jammers. The
control unit and programmer give the pilot a choice of the
24

typ€ of expendables he will use as self-defense. In more
modern systems activation of the ejection can be made
automatically by means of a threat sensing system, like a
aissile launch detector.
For screening protection, another type of
dispenser is new being used, the chaff cutter dispenser.
The concept of cutting chaff from a continuous supply to
various dipcle lengths, while in flight, has numerous
advantages. It is a high capacity system capable of storing
a large quantity of chaff of meralized glass fibers on a
reel. The bulk fibers are fed from the reel to a cutrer
mechanisiE and then dispensed through ducting intc the
airstreai about the aircraft.
(2) Rockets Launched fron Aircraft
The rocket is fired forward of the aircraft
and after a variable delay the ejection begins providing a
continuous corridor of chaff, whose length and density are
adjustable ty an escapement mechanism. When fired
individually it can give self-protection for the aircraft
for several seconds. By firing multiple rockets area
saturation can be obtained to provide protection for
accompanying aircraft.
Forward-fired chaff rockets can be used to
break lock ct airborne interceptor radars. Such a radar
operating in a leading edge range-track mode can reject
aft-deplcyed chaff.
(3) Sockets Fired from Vessels
The advantage of course is to mak€ the
screening cf the vessels self-sufficient. To accomplish
this a program called Chaffroc was carried cut a few years
25

age but canceled in 1974. The system was scheduled to be
installed in the cuclear-po werad guided missile cruisers
class "Virgicia" and several ether smaller ships.
Presently^ a system intended to substitute
the Chaffrcc program is in production for both United States
and foreign governments: REOC (Rapid Eloom Offbcard
Countermeasures) , developed and manufactured by Hycor Inc./
QSA.
EEOC is a family of mortar launchers and
countermeasure cartridges suitable for protecting ships of
all sizes against forces employing active radar or passive
infrared seekers. Ihe number of launchers and the number of
tubes per launcher can be tailored to the needs of each
particular ship. The payload could be chaff and/or an
infrared flare eguipped with parachute and flotation device.
c. Kcdern Systems
* AN/ALE-UO, manufactured by Tracer, Inc., USA, is a
lightweight, aerodynamically configured dispenser system
designed to provide self-protection for high performance
aircraft against radar controlled or IR homing weapons
threats. It has developed for the ?-4 aircraft with possible
modif icaticns for several ether tactical aircraft and
helicopters. It comprises four dispensers, each one with 30
decoys - chaff, flare or both - mounted on the inboard and
outbea-rd sides cf armament pylons. The system uses the
RR-170A/AI or RR-170B/AL chaff decoy cartridges.
LC-50CC, a cartridge launcher system produced by the
French ccnpacy Alkan Equipements Aeronautigues. It is a
conformal type launcher using cylindrical cartridges
disposed in cartridge blocks. A block can contain 16 chaff
cartridges cr 9 flares. The number of blocks varies from two
26

up to six, in order to match different sizes of aircraft.
* AN/ALi-29A, a dispenser used by the US Navy and
manufactuied by Lundy Electronics Systems, USA, Goodyear
Aerospace Corporation, USA and also Tracer. It is capable of
dispensing chaff, flare or other expendables. An adaption
is available to permit the use of mixing load with selective
dispensing of either type of decoy. It could be mounted
within tbe airframe or in pods. The payload is ejected by
an electrically initiated impulse cartridge that is used to
generate gas pressure, expelling the payload from the
sleeve.
* AN/AIE-39 is a system produced by Goodyear and
scheduled for retrofit into A-4, A-6 , A-7 and F-U aircraft
as well as to be installed in new US Navy tactical aircraft
including the r-14. It is also suitable for adaptation to
helicopters. The ALZ-39 uses several units similar to the
ones used on its predecessoi; AL2-29. Others were changed in
order to provide more programming flexibility, payload
loading versatility and a new operating mode initiated by
the aircraft warning receiver system. The capability of the
system is a load of up to 60 chaff, flare and jammer
payloads loaded in any combination of multiples of 10. More
than five hundred of these systems were delivered last year.
Tasker Industries, USA., is working on an A-tand
noise jammer capable of being ejected by this dispenser as
well as by the ALE-29. Typically, the output for these
transmitters is about 10 watts and they can radiate for
about five ainutes, the suspension being done by small
parachutes, ifter ejection from the dispenser, a battery is
activated automatically, the antenna deploys and radiates
cmnidirectic rally.
2 . B c^ 9
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Fcr cse against low-frequency radars, chaff must be
very long and so large strips of aluminum - rope - are used.
Rope has a secondary and catastrophic effect on high vcltage
transmissions lines and its use for training over
continental land is very dangerous. In addition to this
disadvantage, due to the difficulty in storing and
launching, it is not commonly used.
3» ^c^^er Reflectors
Corner reflectors are more suitable in land
applications where by careful disposition they can siiulate
bridges, factories, etc... and so confuse the navigation of
the enemy. Ihey can also be used in airborne situations when
a small airframe like a drone must be made to look like a
hig bomber.
It must be pointed out that in many cases the
desired effect is to make a large bomber look like a small
airframe. Ic these cases the formation of corners in the
structure must be avoided by careful design. It has been
reported for instance that the new bomber E-1 has a radar
cross section of cnly 1/25 of the 3-52, although not much
smaller.
B. CODNIIRCCCNTEEiaEASURES
The definition of clutter is a ccnglomeraticn of
unwanted racar echoes. So, chaff is a type of clutter and




The best method of countering clutter, and thus chaff,
is ty using a Moving Target Indication (MTI) radar which, as
is recalled, uses the doppler shift in frequency caused by
moving targets to distinguish these from fixed or slow
moving targets. Chaff, normally being a relatively slow
target, is then differentiated from the fast uoving
aircraft. Chaff velocity is a function of the
characteristics of its construction and packing, of the
method of launching and also of wind conditions. It tnust be
noticed that when chaff is employed as an ICBM penetration
aid its velocity is comparable to the missile itself due to
the rarified atmosphere.
Other acti-clutter techniques commonly employed
pulsed radars are:
amplifier with a logarithmic characteristic
• CfAB (constant false-alarm rate)
rejecticn filters
lAGC (instantaneous automatic gain control)
frequency and/or polarization discrimination.
m
The first cne is based on the fact that some types of
clutter are described by a Rayleigh characteristic. It can
be shown that if any Rayleigh distribution is applied to the
input cf a receiver with an idealized logarithmic
input-output law, the resulting r.m.s. fluctuation about the
mean at the receiver outpux is a constant, independent of
the input fluctuations and proportional to the slope of the
logarithmic law. The mean value can be removed by passing
the output cf the logarithmic channel through a
differentiator and then the fluctuation components of
clutter are left at a constant level, independent
and intensity and thus easier to get rid of [5].
range
The technique described above is one possible
ccnf iguraticn of the CFAR concept. The idea of CPAR is
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based on the fact that either an operator or a digital
processor wculd like the false-alarm rate reasonably
constant in the presence of variable levels of noise, having
the radar automatically adjust its sensitivity as the
intensity cf interference varies [6].
lAGC corresponds to radio AGC (Automatic Gain Control)
however is faster acting. Echo pulses pass with little
attenuation but longer pulses such as those from extended
clutter targets are attenuated. lAGC is nc longer used in
modern search radars.
Clutter-rejection filters are based on the
matched-filter principle and here the basic idea is to
increase the target-tc-clutter signal ratio.
Finally, remembering that chaff is both frequency and
pclarizaticn sensitive, different modes of operation will
result in diminished cross sections of the chaff dipoles and
this will nicimize its jamming effectiveness.
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Ill, REPEATERS. THANSPCNDSES AND CRONES
A. REPEaiEBS AND TRANSPONDERS
A large number of counteraeasures techniques are based
en the radiation of deceptive signals simulating radar
target echoes [7]. These techniques have several advantages
over the "brute-force" method of jamming:
low average power output requirements
less susceptible to anti-radiation missiles due
to intermittent signal
signal spectrum can be concentrated at frequency
of the victin
no betrayal of the fact tnat countermeasures are
being eifloyed which means the enemy is accepring inccrrect
information and is being deceived. Indeed, if he knows he is
being ccuntermeasured, as in denial jamming, he can attempt
to obtain the information he wants by ether techniques, for
example, ty employing different frequency bands.
On the ether side, a disadvantage of deceptive signals
is the fact that this counteraeasure must be "matched" to
the victiir equipment and so there is not t.he characteristic
of "universality" that is present in denial jamming. As an
example, a ncise-m odulated signal of adequate power will
obscure a target to several radar types, while a pulsed
reply of particular characteristics may be expected to
constitute an effective coun termeasure only against a
specific class of radars. So, in deceptive jamming, unlike
denial jamning, it is normally necessary to obtain a more
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ccmplete electronic intelligence frca the enemy.
Decei)?6r systems are commonly classified into two
general categcries:
a false target generators
track, breakers.
The difference between these categories depends en the
type of radars they are to operate against. Ecth categories
may be realized by repeaters, with a "straight-through"
feature, cr transpcnders which nornially depends upon soae
freguencj memory or tuning procedure.
"J • Z^ije Target Generators
In crder to understand the difficulty involved in
generatiDc a false target it. is possible to subdivide the








figure 1 - FALSE-TAHG2T G2NERATI0H
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area A has the same azimuth of the target and
increased rarges. In this area it is relatively easy fcr the
target tc generate false echoes.
area B has smaller ranges in the sane aziauth
region. The generation here is possibly difficult.
area C has different azimuth region and increased
ranges. Ihe generation of false targets is moderately
difficult
.
area D has different azimuth region and smaller
ranges, in which case it is very difficult tc create false
echoes,
false target generators are typically employed
against Track-Hhile-Scan radars such as search radars with
continaously rotating antennas,
a. Straight-Through Repeaters
Fcr a repeater or transponder to effectively
deceive an active system it must possess adequate gain and
power output capability to provide a signal at the radar
input at least of the same order of magnitude as that cf the
true echc signal received from the target.
The total required repeater gain is independent
of radar power and range, being proportional to the square
of the frequency of operation, the effective radar cross
section tc be simulated and the jamming-to-echo signal ratio
required to produce the desired effect at the radar. With
the deceptive repeater of constant gain, signal strength
varies correctly with range, although it dees not
scintillate realistically unless provisions are made for
this by means of a random modulation scheme. At short
ranges the repeater may saturate^ and gain is reduced.
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incther factor of interest when dealing with
jaamers i£ th€ "burnthrough" range, that is the minimuni
distance that jamming can be effective. Eurnthrough range
depends oc the power of the repeater, the target radar cross
section and the ninimum jaaming-to-signal (J/S) ratio needed
for deception. This ratio is a function of the radar type
and methcd of deception being employed. When the repeater
signal must enter the radar antenna sidelobes much higher
J/S ratios are required. Several references in the
literature deal with the derivation of formulas necessary to
calculate all these quantities [9]. Sometimes the results
are also presented in graphical format [10].
In its simplest configuration, the
straight-thicugh repeater is one in which the signal is
received, amplified in a broadband amplifier and reradiated
without irecuency translation. The isolation between
receiving and transmitting antennas must eiceed the active
gain at all frequencies so that the system will not
oscillate due to coupling of energy back into the input.
k. Gated Repeaters
In applications where it is impractical to
obtain sufficient isolation between antennas to prevent
oscillaticn, or when it is desired to perform the receiving
and transmitting function with a single antenna, it is
necessary tc introduce time gating. During the arrival of
the pulses at the repeater there are instants of reception
and of transmission. The signal returned to the radar,
although being a series of pulses instead of just one,
cannot be easily distinguished in the indicators, but it has
a much wider spectrum and so can be discerned by detuning
the receiver or with a signal analyzer.
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In both repeaters false targets can be generated
at the same azimuth sector but at increased ranges by
varying the delay in the channel. Also a multiplicity of
false echoes can be obtained at constant range but ever a
large azimuth sector. This effect occurs if the repeater
output is caused to vary inversely with the strength cf the
receiver signal en a pulse-by-pulse basis. In this aanner,
little cr no output is obtained when the main beam cf the
radar locks at the target, whereas maximum target output is
radiated when the illumination by the radar, due to the
sidelobes, is at a low level. Another possible deception is
to shift the transmitted signal frequency with respect to
that of the received signal. This effect can disrupt the
operation of an active system utilizing doppler shift.
c. Single-Frequency Transponders
In the simplest configuration, one receiver
provides a trigger pulse to the transmitter each time a
fulse is received. The transmitter is siisilarly tuned to
the radar frequency and transmits one or mere pulses for
each trigger input. The number and timing of the cutput
pulses ccnstitutes the deception.
d. Search-Lcck- Jam-Transponders
In order to have the possibility cf simultaneous
operation against a number of pulsed radars an arrangement
emplcying very rapid automatic tuning is used, as shown in
Fig. 2. Ihe operation is as follows:
Ihe pulsed signal arrives at the receiving
antenna and is amplified in a broadband RF amplifier. Then
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Pigure 2 - SEARCH-LOCK-JA«-TRA NSFCND2R
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amplifier tc initiate the sweep generator, whose output is
applied to two voltage controlled oscillators (VCO) . The
first VCC is used as a local oscillator to a mixer which has
the received signal applied to its other input. The local
oscillator sweeps rapidly over the operating freguency range
of the sguipnient until the difference freguency cutput is
within the fcandpass of the connected IF amplifier. The
output of this amplifier stops the sweep generator and the
freguency determining voltage is clamped at this value for a
predetermined period. When sweep-stopping occurs, the second
VCC, a high power oscillator, is gated on and operates as
the transmitter during the stop period. The signal
acquisition process just described must be completed during
a single pulse from the radar. So, large bandwidths, small
delay tines and very fast sweep rates are mandatory. This
arrangement can be effective against several radars which
are looking at the target simultaneously.
2« Track Breakers
The track breaking deceiver is typically applied in
range, azimuth, elevation or velocity against tracking
radars. This section will describe a track breaking in
angle technique called Inverse Gain Modulation and a track
breaking in range known as Range-Gate-Pull-Cf f
.
a. Inverse Gain Modulation
This deception is especially useful against
sequential Icbing or conical scan tracking radars.
In such radars the antenna points in the last
known direction cf the target and its narrow beam is caused
to rotate around antenna boresight modulating the echo. When
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the antenna is on. target the echo modulaticn is zero. When
it is off target the echo return is amplitude modulated as a
function of the angle between the target line of sight and
the rotation axis. The echo signal will also be modulated at
a freguency egual to the rotational frequency of the beam.
These modulations are extracted and applied to a
servc-ccntr cl system to reposition the antenna on the
target.
The basic idea of the deception is to retransmit
pulses that are modulated with spurious amplitudes at the
conical-scan frequency. As an example, it can use 180°
opposite modulation, that is, when the radar signal
increases, the amplitude of the deceiver pulse is made to
decrease and vice versa. Since the deceiver pulse is larger
than the radar echo, the echo is supressed by the AGC
circuits and the tracking circuits sense only the
deceiver-pulse modulation. This, being inverse to the real
echo modulation, tends to drive the scan center line away
from the target, thus introducing large errors or preventing
tracking cf the target.
b. Eange-Gate-Puil-Off (RGPO)
This method is intended against tracking in
range based on a split range gate technique, that is, the
early-late-gate range-error sensing circuit, described in
several radar books.
In this mode of deception, range tracking is
broken by retransmitting a sufficiently strong signal to
activate the threat radar, and then progressively delaying
the transaissioa oi the false range signal relative to the
threat signal. So, initially the RGPO just repeats with
greater power and with ainimua possible delay but when the
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radar receiver AGC acts, the delay is gradually introduced,
EGPO is most effective against automatic tracking, because
the operator can see the false target going away and also




Ihe f reguency-iemo ry-loop (FML) system is used
to receive, process and store the frequency transmitted from
a threat radar, then transmit a false signal after a
predetermined delay. Signal flow for a four-level FML
system is shewn in Fig, 3 [11].
The received signal arrives at the antenna and
is amplified by a lew noise input traveling wave tube (TWT)
where a detector senses the presence of the signal in order
to control by means of logic and timing circuits the
transfflissicn of the deceptive pulse. After the input T iiT the
signal is again amplified by the loop TWT, where it is then
divided icto two paths. One path goes to the intermediate
and high power tubes through the output RF switch, while the
other is coupled to the time-delay section of the
recirculat cry memory loop.
After a predetermined delay, less than the
linimum pulse width expected, the input RF switch opens and
the normally open loop RF switch closes. At this time, the
signal continues to recirculate through the loop reproducing
the input frequency. After the signal is transmitted a
number of times selected by the logic and timing circuits,
BF switch action opens the coupled loop path, thus
terminating the stored RF signal while preparing the Iccp to
memorize another input signal.






















figure 3 - SGPO - FREQDENCY-MEeCBY-LOOP
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wide bandwidth and high gain with low noise figure. A more
detailed analysis cf this compcnent will te presented in
Chapter IV.
Ihe delay line can normally be cf three types:
waveguides, coaxial and acoustic, each one with advantages
and disad^jantages concerning size and weight, bandwidth
capability, cost, spectral purity and loop gain
reguiremerts
.
Several American companies are developing
components suitable for FML among which are Teledyne 5fEC,
iatkins- Jchnscn, Varian, Raytheon.
The Loopless Memory Loop is a coherent microwave
memory using digital storage [12]. A unique memory called
Microwave Pulse Storage (MiPS) has been developed by Tasker
Systems, Divisicn of Whittaker Corporation and intended to
overcome seme of the possible deficiencies in existing
TSI/delay line memories by using real time digital storage
techniques. As for example, since there is no circulation
in this approach, there is no noise build up and therefore
no signal-tc-noise degradation with time. A MiPS memory
system can store any RF pulse for as long as necessary
eliminating frequency shifts and power dropouts as there are
nc loop cain variations. It can reconstitute the pulse and
output it on demand as many times as required with identical
or modified pulses. Basically, as shown in Fig. 4, operation
is as fellows:
Ey means cf a local oscillator that must be very
stable tc allow coherence, the incoming signal is down
converted tc an IF frequency and then quantized. The
quantized data is sampled for digital storage at a rate
determined by instantaneous bandwidth requirements. For many
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Pigure 4 - RGPO - LOOPLESS-MEflOBY-LOOP
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acquired is kccwn to a degree of precision requiring much
less instantaneous bandwidth than the actual limit posed by
current digital storage devices and also, cascaded raeiories
can provide a wide instantaneous capability when reguired.
Open ccmaand, the digital memory contents are strobed out
for Rf r econstitution.
E. EfiONES
The use of drones as decoys normally gives a much more
realistic false target indication than the methods eirploying
repeaters and transponders. In order to achieve a good
sittulaticn the drone must present characteristics similar to
the real tarcet with respect to:
aerodynamics
radar cross section





It can be seen that to obtain all these characteristics
the drone is likely to be very complex and expensive. One
application where the utilization of sophisticated decoys
makes sense is with the strategic bomber aircraft. For this
application inclusive the drone can have both an armed and
unarmed version to force interception even if enemy radars
distinguish the decoys from the bomber themselves. Some
examples cf drones are:
* QOAIl, a decoy missile designed to be used with the
E-52 with a signature radar similar to it. The payload
include ZCM equipment and a self-destruct explosive charge.
U3

FIEEBEE II (BMQ-34E) , a supersonic target drone
developed for OS Navy as an advanced version of the sutsonic
BCB-34A. The new drone is designed to provide aerial target
presentations at around fifteen thousand meters altitude at
supersonic dash speeds up to roach 1.5 for a period of
several sainutes. In addition to the electronic systems
necessarj fcr flight it carries the fcllowing special
equipmert:
AN/DLQ ECM repeater equipment
X band and C band tracking beacons
TiT radar augmentation for S, C and X band
sclid state radar augmentation for P band
passive radar reflectors
* AQM-ayv, a new model of ECM drone for the USAF that
is intended to upgrade all Tactical Air Command's AQM-34
drones. Eesides the AN/AL2-38 chaff dispenser, it carries
jammers in the A, C and E-band, which are respectively the
bands of the Soviet acquisiricn radars fcr the uissiles
SA-2, SA-3 and SA-6.
CO UNTE3CCDNTEE MEASURES
^ • l^lse T arg et Generators
Ic put a false target at a distance smaller than the
true target, the deceiver pulse must be generated by a time
delay from the previous radar pulse. To deny this
possibility to the enemy it is sufficient to modulate in
certain ways the transmitted train of pulses, such as by
varying the ERF or using frequency-hopping. In the former
case the echo from a false target will not be stationary,
being spread over a finite range, as if it was a
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iDultiple-tin:€-around target. Frequency-hopping, if dene with
each and every pulse, will not allow these false echoes to
appear.
Tc put a false target at a different azimuth than
the true target, the deceiver pulse must enter the radar
receiver via antenna sidelobes. Therefore, a good ECCM
technique against this is to make the antenna pattern very
directional and to avoid sidelobes.
2- TracX Ersakers
The Inversion Gain Modulation technique is
especially suitable for the conical scan tracking. Other
angle tracking techniques are less or not at all affected by
this type of deception [13].
Cce example is the lobe-on-receive-only (LORO) type
of modulaticn. LORO has a fixed transmitted beam and only
the receive beam nutates. This denies the jammer knowledge
of the specific scan frequency being used by the radar's
receive actenna, forcing the jammer to sweep its applied
modulation and thus only periodically be disruptive to the
radar angle information.
Another tracking technique relatively immune tc this
deception is simultaneous lobing or ncnopulse techniques,
that derive angle-error information on the basis of a single
pulse. The conventional method uses a four-horn feed if both
elevation and azimuth error signals are wanted and is
describee in several radar books, A new concept however
claims the use of a single-horn monopulse feed and the
extraction of angle tracking error information is made from
the higher ncdes that are set up in any microwave hern when
the signal source is off-axis.
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Several configurations of RGPO deception can be
avoided, cr at least made more difficult, if the tracking is
made in the leading edge of the radar echo. Indeed, even
when the BGEC is just repeating the radar signal, there is
an inherent small delay in the deceiving equipment that
makes the false signal appear a little after the true target
in the radar receiver. Thus, track cannot oe broken if
range measurement is made exactly in the initial portion of
the signal, where only the true echo is present.
ether technigues, however, can still disrupt the
tracking as for example when a chaff rocket is fired forward
the target. In this case an ECCM called "guard- gates" is
very useful. In this technique gates are positioned
imnediately preceeding and following the original tracking
gates, with the function described below, for the chaff
rocket example:
When the echo from the chaff enters the leading
guard gate the system, if desired, automatically enters a
mode of operation called "coast". In this mode the tracking
continues following the same stored rate that existed
imnediately before the deception and proceeds in that way
until the clutter appear in the afterward guard gate, when
noimal operation is then reassumed. If operation in coast
mode is net desired, guard gates can be used only as a
warring that something is trying to disrupt the tracking,




The objective of masking jammers is to obscure or deny
inf crmaticn to the enemy by hiding the desired data in
interferecce or noisy signals.
The characteristics and complexity of these denial
jamners defend on their use - if against radar,
communications or fuzes - and also on the type of device
being janmed. In the radar case, for instance, it could be
desired tc jam a conventional pulsed radar or a more
sophisticated frequency-hopping or chirp radar.
Therefore, depending on these factors, certain
requisites «ill be necessary regarding power, bandwidth and
mcdulaticn. Ncrmally the first two, power and bandwidth,
cannot be simultaneously satisfied and this leads to
different cocfigurations of masking jammers such as barrage
and spot jamners. This will be discussed later.
Often the modulation source selected is noise. An early
system. Direct Noise Amplification (DINA) , simply csed a
broadband ncise source and wideband high pcwer amplifier.
This eliminated the need for modulation of a carrier
frequency
,
DINA is no longer used due to the small amount of
average power, resulting in a very low efficiency. A
variation of this type, employing a frequency conversion,
was also used with the same deficiencies of BINA.
A third type, amplitude modulation by noise, was still
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iiieifectiv€ due to the fact that most of the power was
wasted in the carrier and had a limited bandwidth.
Finally tetter methods were developed such as frequency
mcdulaticn by noise. This method has the great advantage of
presenting a ratic of Average Power/Peak Power equal tc one.
However, frequency modulation by noise alone does not give a
flat, unifcrm spectrum. In order to obtain this, other
methods were employed: first utilizing as modulating signal
a sine wave flus noise and secondly using a sawtooth plus
noise. The tasic idea is that the shape of the spectrum is
approximately equal to the probability density function
(p.d.f.) of the racdulating signal. The approach is then to
try to change the p.d.f. of noise from Gaussian to Uniform.
This can be done by using a non-linear amplifier whose
input-output characteristic is described by the error
fuECticn. For this reason this system is called "erfer". In
practice, the iaplementation of this process is not too
difficult tc obtain.
Denial janoiing can be classified accordiog to the ratio
of the jamming signal bandwidth to the acceptance bandwidth
of the victim radar. If the ratio is large, the signal is
called barrage jamming. If the ratio is small the signal is
called sfct jamming.
Barrage jammers, therefore, are wideband ncise
transmitters designed to deny use cf frequencies over wide
pcrticns cf the electromagnetic spectrum. The great
advantage is that it is possible to jam simultaneously
seijeral enemy receivers or jam the entire range of
freguencies cf a frequency-hopping radar without tuning the
transmitter.
Spot jaraniers are narrowband, tunable transmitters used
to mask specific systems. In this case, the complete jammer
as

systGiD ccrmally consists of a receiving antenna and
reconnaissance receiver^ a power management circuit and the
janmer ttansiitter with antenna. In some ether types of
systems the functions of the receiver and the transmitter
are decoupled and an operator links the two.
A "Icck-through" capability is desirable in order that
the jammer may be kept on the frequency of the transiitter
to be jamied and also to know if the transmitter is still
radiating.
The chief advantage of spot jammers is the fact that
their output is concentrated in a narrow spectrui and
therefore greater distances of effective jamming can be
obtained as compared to barrage jammers. Or, conversely, for
the same distance the spot jammer requires less power and
thus could be smaller and lighter.
A. THANSHIT IDBES
One can deduce froir the above considerations for masking
jammers that the transmit tube is of considerable
importance. It can even be said that the study of a
transmitter is basically the study of the tube used^ In
agreement with this it can be observed that it is not common
to find as many advertisements by manufacturers of
transmitting equipment as are found for the ether
specialized E« equipments, such as receivers. On the other
hand there are many advertisements concerning the
characteristics of the tubes and associated microwaves
devices. In order to reinforce still more the idea it is
worthwhile tc point out that the US Department of Defense
will boost research and development: funding for microwave




The basic need of these devices is normally high power










snail size and weight. This last characteristic
is very iipcrtant especially for airborne use where the
limited space available leads to restrictions in the number
of EH equipments- For this reason, the manufacturers
developed one tube and power supply suitable for use in both
masking and deception jamming transmitters. This means that
it is highly desirable that the tube works efficiently in
both a ca and pulsed mode of operation. This is called
EDAL-MOCZ operation. A desirable specification is tc have
dual-mode palse-up of 10 db minimum (pulse en top of CS in a
single tube) .
Also, scietimes, due to the tactical application, one of
the above characteristics becomes increasingly important.
For example, in stand-off jamming, where norinally it is
necessary tc jam through the sidelobes and not the main
beam, power becones crucial. For expendable systems
probably cost and size, besides power reguirements, are the
key factors.
The more used tubes include klystrons, cross-field
amplifiers (CIA) and traveling wave tubes (TWT) . The latter
seems tc be gaining the preference of the EW community and
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will be used as basic to the following discussion of seme of
the more important characteristics £14]. The others will be
covered later.
* Bandwidth
Until recently a typical band covered by jamming systems
ranged from 0.7 tc 18 Ghz . Today the tendence is to extend
this upper limit tc 40 Ghz. Indeed, it is expected that the
region cf tte spectrum from 18-40 Ghz will see increasing
use as the evclaticn of technology permits development of
new compcnects. Again, it is just a matter of picking a
microwave advertising catalogue and seeing hew the trend has
moved toward fillirg the 18-40 Ghz region requirement.
In order to reduce the number of tubes and associated
circuitry necessary to cover all this range cf freaueccies,
the widest instantaneous bandwidth with no tuning
requirement is in principle desired. At present, the TWT
with it helix slow-wave structure is capable cf octave and
scnetimes multi-cctave operation.
* Power
Power is a function of the frequency that the tube is
designed to iicrk at. For the TWT, typical numbers in the CW
mode ranee from 6C0 watts at the lower end cf the region to
2CC watts at the higher frequencies. In the pulse mode the
variation is from three to two kilowatts peak power.
In applicatrions where greater power is needed - and with
today's ECCM improvements this often occurs - one can employ
tubes in a parallel arrangement with the additional
advantage that the failure of one tube does not necessarily
end the usefulness cf the system. However, there are
problems when trying to combine in parallel the output
powers of several tubes: relative phase changes between the
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tubes aoc ccmponent compatibility, generally introduce a
ccibined efficiency reduction.
* Life and Reliability
Especially for shiptorne use, due to the duration of the
iiissions, the life of the TWT could result in one cf the
biggest supply headaches for EW maintainance. An excessive
number cf spares must be carried to face the low MIBF of
seme older fflcdels, with an operational filanaent life of a
few hundred hcurs.
* Gain
The gain of the transmit tube reflects in the
characteristics of the driver stage. If the gain is not high
enough, it requires a more powerful driver and the
consequent inplications cf cost, size , weight. TWTs have a
gain in the crder cf 30 to 60 db and powers of less than one
watt are required to excite them.
* Hcdulation Capability
Tube modulation for ON/OFF gating is required for
lock-^thrcugh capability. A smooth transition between CN and
OFF is desirable and the faster the modulation rate, the
better its usage in the overall system. TWTs often have low
current electrodes which can be used fcr niodulation,
requiring Ici power.
Finally, a brief discussion in the other two tubes, the
CFA and the klystrcn-
CFAs typically have two-thirds of an octave as their
instantaneous bandwidth and can be electrically tuned to
octave bandwidths, although this increases complexity to the





CW CIAs are net yet available in all bands. However, it
must te pointed out that they are not as developed as the
Tfc'Ts, and when funds are provided to advance the technology
new improveirents will be discovered. It is currently
supposed that the Russians give great importance to the CFA.
Klystrons are high power, high gain, high efficiency
devices. However, generally only useful for narrowband
applications. Iheir instantaneous bandwidth is M cf an
octave and they can only be tuned over a bandwidth of up to
one-third cf an octave , and by a slow mechanical process.
They also reguire a large cathode modulator to obtain a
lock-through characteristic.
Several other microwaves devices are presently in an
early phase cf development, research or initial production
for EW applications, such as the gallium arsenide Impatt
devices, the gallium arsenide FET, varactor-tuned
oscillators, special types of parametric amplifier and YIG
filters.
B. HIGH EOHEB JAaCEHS
The first generation of masking jammers was of the CW
Power Oscillator type, using magnetrons or baokwave
oscillators as transmit tubes.
As an exaipla cf this type there is the ALQ-76, an
airborne pcc-mounted jammer delivered by fiaytheon Company,
DSA, and used in the EA-6A of the Marine Corps. It is a
manually controlled CW noise jammer in the bands C to J with
both spot and barrage capability. In this type of system.
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th€ operator uses the warning receivers to determine threats
frequency acd direction. Then he tunes manually the
transmitter, selects desired jamming bandwidth and also
positions the jammer's directional antenna.
Another generation started with the shift toward the
Master OscilJatcr Power Amplifier (MOPA) approach, that
provides tetter versatility and effectiveness.
A typical system is the ALQ-99 designed to be the
Tactical Janiting Transmitter of the EA-6E, the Nave's EW
aircraft. The driver stage that feeds the output TWT is a
lew-level Bf oscillator modulated by a digitally controlled
signal generator, the Exciter. This receives its inforiraticD
frcni an ontcard computer that processes data from warning
receiver outputs and operator commands. The steerable
antennas alsc are oriented automatically by the computer.
An onboard modification of the ALQ-99 system is now being
developed to be used in the EF-111A, the OSAF counterpart of
the EA-6E.
Raytheon Company also delivered recently to the US Air
Force a test model of a jammer employing a CEA tube, io the
bands G-H-I.
C. C0DNT5ECCDNTEEHEASDRES
* Fulse Compression [15]
This is a technique that is basically intended to
increase the average power of the radar. The way this i-s
done results in a reduction of the required signal-to-noise
ratio by a factor called the dispersion factor D, meaning




Puls€ ccmpressicn involves the transmission cf a long
coded pulse and the processing of the received echc to
obtain tack a relatively narrow pulse. This process,
elongating the pulse but maintaining its spectrum bandwidth
large, gives the desired increase in power - the pulse is
elongated - maintaining the characteristics of range
discrifflicaticE due to the wide spectrum.
There are several ways to generate these pulse
characteristics. The linear F.i or "chirp", is the easiest to
generate and, because of its great popularity, more devices
for generating and processing linear FM have been developed
than for any ether coded waveform.
The trarsiritted waveform consists of a rectangular pulse
of constant aaplitude A and duration T. The frequency cf the
transmitted pulse increases from f1 to f2 ever the duration
of the pulse. The frequency-modulated echo received by the
racar is passed through the pulse compression filter that
speeds uf the higher frequencies at the trailing edge cf the
pulse relative to the lower frequencies at the leading edge,
ccmpressirg into a shorter pulse of duration 1/E where
B=f2-f1. Ite abcve mentioned dispersion factor D is equal
to ET.
Another way to do pulse compression is by phase-coded
waveforms. Here, the long pulse is subdivided into a cumber
of shorter subpulses each transmitted with a particular
phase, selected in accordance with a phase code, normally
binary. Upcn reception the compressed pulse is obtained by
either matched filtering or correlation processing. The





This is cne mode of frequency diversity where two
frequencies are used and the better signal of tte two
receivers is taken. So, in order to be effective, the enemy
iBUSt jam tcth frequencies,
* Frequency Hcpping
If a racar keeps changing frequency, a spot jammer can
be €asil5 countered forcing the enemy to spread his energy
in a wid€ tand due to the impossibility of knowing the next
frequency .
As an example, in a satellite communication link it
takes 0.25 second for the earth station - satellite - earth
station trip. So, hopping frequency four times a second will
deny the spot jammer access to the link. In radar
applications, with the new tubes available, it is possible
to change frequency at every pulse.
* MaximuiE supression of sidelobes
The stand-off method of jamming normally transmits using
the sidelobes of the jammed target. If these sidelobes are
kept small, extremely high power must be used in order that
the jammers can stand at a safe distance.
* Spread Spectrum
In this technique a wideband noise-like signal is
generated by a shift register and viewed as a carrier on
which the message is imposed. At the receiver, an identical
shift register noise generator, synchronized to the one at
the transiiitter
,
generates the same cede that is subtracted
from the incoming signal, reconstituting the information. A
spread spectrum signal may be used at a low detection level
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and occupy a very large bandwidth simultaneously with
several ether spread spectrum signals, each having a
different pseudo-random noise code.
If there is a jamming signal that dees not have any
correlation with the code, when de-spreading at the
receiver, the spectrum of this jamming is spread and then
diluted. So, against a link using spread-spectrum, the best
jamming is, in principle, the one that has the narrowest
spectrum, that is, CW jamming. However, a notch filter can
ccopletely nulify the effect of the CW jammer and sometimes




A. OTILJZATICN IN ELECTRONIC RECONNAISSANCE
Intercept receivers are used in Electronic
Reccnnaissance , an integral part of Military Int ellicence.
Electronic Beconnaisance (ER) is one of the basic methods
for obtaining information about parameters and disposition
of hostile electronic devices and their coordinates.
Although scmetimes just a matter of nomenclature it is
possible to recognize some subtle differences among three
classes cf EE [16]:
* ELINT (Electronic Intelligence)
* ESa (Ilectrcnic Support Measures)
* RBAH (Badar Homing and Warning)
ELINT is the collection of data accumulated during long
periods cf time and leads to an almost complete knowledge of
the characteristics of the electronic capability of the
enemy. It is essential in order to permit a precise
development cf one's own eguipment, to counter, or to avoid
being countered by the enemy's electronic systems. There is
therefore sufficient time to record, analyze and compare the
information obtained.
ESM r€lat€S to tactical kncwledge and thus the value of
the iafcrmaticn must be current. The collection time is not
as long as in ELINT and the analysis must be available
quicker, perhaps real time, thus permitting to be known what
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equipments arc being used by the enemy and allowing the
preparation cr modification of the ECM plan.
HHAS is more pertinent to aircraft operations where the
detection cf threats, analysis and actions must be taken
alttcst au tcma tically , obeying a built-in or programmed plan
cf action.
Therefcre, due tc the different missions, it is expected
tliat the ecuipneEt employed in ER varies greatly from the
one carried in a helicopter to one aboard au electronic
reconnaissance aircraft or to those that are shifbcrne
installed. The basic features remain the same however, and
differences cnly will be pointed cut when their impact
results ic ccirpletely different approaches.
The prircipal function of the intercept receiver is
therefore Military Intelligence. The basic idea is to
provide infcriation in the minimum time on the existence and
characteristics of various signals. Several answers might
be representative of what is expected to be gained from an
intercept receiver. Regarding the strategic and tactical




a location of defenses of the enemy systems
area of coverage of this defense
hours of operation and methods cf usage
mobility, capability, saturation characteristics
and reliability of the defense systems.
Technical intelligence varies according the type of the
system of the enemy. For a radar system, for instance, the








Eesides these parameters, electronic signals also have
certain specific features which are peculiar to them, such
as form of pulse, form of radiation pattern, polarization,
bandwidth, BF coherence.
B. EASIC CCSPIGURaTICNS
The Intercept Receiver used as an electronic support
equipment ncimally differs from the common receiver in
several %ays:
* atsenc€ of a priori information - Several types of
receiver knew in advance the characteristics of their
signal. Ihis is the case of the radar receiver where the
echo format is basically the same cf the transmitted signal.
By contrast, in the intercept receiver the operation is
completely blind in the majority of the cases without
previous kccwledge of the electronic characteristics cr the
location cf the source of signal. This lack of a priori
information makes it more difficult to utilize circuits for
integration technigues and thus the consequent improvement
factor on the signal-to-noise ratio is not available.
* wide frequercy bandwidths and large dynamic ranees
Intercept receivers must cover many octaves and since
cciiponents and technology are so different in these diverse
bands, it is like having several receivers in one. The
dynamic range also is enormous. Due to the one-way
transmission, signal levels could be very high but on other
occasions it nay be necessary to intercept a low power




* ccBGplexity ct signals characteristics and presence of
false targets - The enemy will try by all means to avoid
detection cr to being countermeasured. He will not only make
use of deceptive techniques but also his signals will
frequently be subjected tc programmed cr even random
variaticDS in character during a transmission period.
The mere important operational requirements of intercept
receivers ar€ good sensitivity, high probability of
detection for signals above threshold and small tine for
detection. Ttese requirements, in principle, are opponents.
As an exaa:pl€, if the receiver has its front end "wide-open"
this assures instantaneous 100% intercept probability for
signals abcve threshold, considering omnidirectional
receptioc. The threshold level is however high because the
system is also wide-open to noise and thus the sensitivity
deteriorates. Besides this, making the receiver
cmnidir ecticcal loses azimuth information. A possible way
to handle these problems of antagonism between the
requirements is tc maintain a high probability of detection
and imprcve the trade-offs by using a second configuration
of receiver.
With all these factors influencing design there are
different tjpes cf intercept receivers each one with its
liiiitaticns, advantages, trade-offs and compromises.
I* Slistal Video Receivers (C7B )
This type of receiver consists of a diode detector
(crystal) followed by a wide-open video amplifier, generally
with a Iccarithmic characteristic. In this basic
ccnf iguraticE it does not permit frequency measurement,
except within the bandwidth of the antenna waveguide and
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crystal characteristics. It can be used to determine ether
parameters of the signal such as PRF, pulse width and pulse
amplitude. Its greatest advantage is simplicity allied to a
good dynamic range, stability and high probability of
detection fcr signals above threshold. The CVR is therefore
useful in applications where complexity, space and cost are
restrictive considerations and for early warning
applications.
2 I^st antanjguj Z£eguenc_2 Measur ing Receivers JI?^1
The IPM receiver has a broadband, wide-open
characteristic that allows simultaneous measurement of the
instantaneous frequency of all in-band signals, that is 100X
probability cf icterceptioc for signals above threshold
[17].
Ibe key component in providing this capability is
normally a brcacband microwave solid-state stripline phase
discriminator. The discriminator output consists of video
signals that are a function of the amplitude and
instantaneous frequency of the received signal. The video
signals, apf lopria tely combined as shown in Fig. 5, are then
applied tc orthogonal plates of a CRT display. In the case
of a CW or pulsed input signal with constant frequency and
amplitude, tfc€ presentation in the CRT has the form of a dot
with radial distance to the center of the scope proportional
to input pcwer cf the signal and angular displacement
prcpcrticnal to its instantaneous frequency.
The fact that the measured frequency is the
instantaneous frequency implies that there are no sidebands
displayed as in a spectrum analyzer and therefore sideband
components cf a strong signal cannot mask weak signals close
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signals sefarated in frequency by 5 Mhz. This high
resoluticn is very important because operational
environmeEts are frequent where signals tend to "stack up"
in certain regions of the frequency band. IFM receivers are
also advantageous for acquiring and recognizing
sophisticatec frequency-agile radars such as chirp or
frequency-hopping radars. Figure 6 presents an IPM polar
display and several possible configurations of radar
signals. The first signal (1)/ at 8.2 Ghz, has a fixed
amplitude and frequency (characteristic of a tracking radar
that is Iccked en the receiving platform) as shown by the
dot on the display. The second signal (2) has a 20C Mhz
intrapulse frequency shift (chirp) that is characteristic of
a pulse-ccmf ressicn radar. The third signal (3) is a
pulse-to-f uls€ frequency-agile radar that jumps randomly
among 8 frequencies within a 500 Mhz band (9.5-10 Ghz) . The
fourth signal (4) has a pulse-to-pulse amplitude modulation
as shown by the almost continuous trace. This is
characteristic of a conventional search radar.
The IIM receiver as presented above is basically an
acguisiticn and continuous monitcring receiver. For
additional analysis concerning ether parameters of interest
such as PEJ, pulse width, coherence (to distinguish a MTI
radar) the lit is usually coupled to a narrowband analysis
receiver. Signal sorting for analysis can be made
automatically or by means of an operator controlled Angle
Gating circuit (cursor), adjustable regarding width and
angular position. In the same Fig. 6 the gate is shown as
dashed lines bracketing signal (1).
^* Ccnyentiongl Superheterodyne Scanning Recei vers
The conventional frequency scanning type
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Iccal oscillator and an intermediate frequency tandpass
amplifier, as shown in Fig. 7a. The local oscillator is
scanned through a frequency range sufficient to cause a
difference frequency component to scan through the
intermediate frequency band for any signal in the input
frequency hard, as shown in Fig. 7b.
In these receivers the time required to achieve a
specified irtercept probability varies inversely with the
duration of the scan associated with the probability of
intercept per scan. This latter is very reduced if ore tries
to obtain at the same time multiple parameters such as
azinuth and frequency. Therefore the basic mcde of operation
for scan receivers is normally limited to the scanning of
frequency, while using omnidirectional antennas [18].
Ihe parameters defined below and also shown in Fig.
8 and Fig. S will be helpful in the following discussion
ccrcerned with some types of scan:
* T - signal pulse repetition interval
* T^ - antenna scan period
* T« - duration of the train of pulses at the receiver
(illuminaticE period)
* Tc - itaximuni time possibly necessary for detection of
the signal
* Tr - receiver scan period
* A - acceptance band of receiver
* D - sweep bandwidth of receiver
Ihe first scan-receivers were of a manual Slow-Scan
type, that is Tr >> T^ as shown in Fig. 8a. It can be
verified that, in this case, TpA/D must be greater than T^
for 100? intercept probability and Ic= Tr* Therefore, in
order to liniaize Tc, the ratio A/D should he increased with
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fact that tfc€ raceiver is becoming wide-open. The raaximum
pcssiiJle value for this ratio is unity . In this situation
there is of course no sweep and it is similar to the CVE
case. Another problem in increasing the acceptance
bandwidth A is that this implies poorer resolution of
signals close in frequency, because of the increased time
duration of the I? output pulse, as can be deduced froi Fig.
6a.
Intermediate-Scan receivers result if the speed of
scanning is increased so that Tr becomes comparable to T*',
as shown in fig. 8b. This figure presents exactly the
adverse situation in which interception is very unfavorable
due to the closeness of synchronism between the rotation of
the radar antenna and the scanning of the receiver.
Intermediate-Scan receivers are subject to inconsistencies
and ther€for€ probabilistic in nature.
Eapid-Scan receivers are characterized by Tr < < T^
or, this is tc say, Tr is comparable to T«, as shown in Fig.
9a. In each scan at least one pulse of the train will be
certainly ictercepted provided that A > DT/T r- Because
ncrmally only a few pulses or even a single one may be
intercepted in each sweep, certain parameters of the signal,
such as the EBF, are difficult to obtain during the normal
scan period. Therefore, for a more complere analysis, a
dwell-type operation is commonly alternated with the scan
period.
Microscan receivers, as shown in Fig. 9b have Tp
decreased still more until it becomes smaller than the pulse
width. In this situation, each and every pulse is
intercepted however this advantage is not obtained for free.
Indeed, intercepted pulse segments, being narrower, require
increased video bandwidths with consequent increased noise
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analysis cf the signal parametars, including now the pulse
width and chirping frequency, a dwell-type operation is
coomonly alternated with the normal sweep period.
It lust be pointed out that the above discussion is
ccEcerned with the basic format of scan receivers. Several
techniques cf signal processing have been employed to
improve the trade-off results indicated above. One of them
uses dispersive delay lines as IF filters. These receivers,
known as Coid pressi ve-Receivers, are related to chirp radars
in which a dispersive filter is used to coDDpress a linearly
frequency-modulated pulse into a much shorter pulse.
U , Cc m^r essi v e Receivers LIU
Euls€ compression, as applied to modify conventional
superheterod 5ne scanning receivers, has several interrelated
advantages, Ey analogy v/ith the radar application, it
basically iiproves resolution, that is, the receiver's
ability tc distinguish between signals closely spaced in
frequency, and also the related ability to detect small
signals in close proximity tc large signals.
Ite improvement in resolution is obtained without
decreasing the IF tandwidth and this fact reflects as a
better prctability of interception without loss of
sensitivity. A conventional scanning receiver, in order to
have the saie resolution and sensitivity, would be required
tc scan DEUch more slowly, drastically reducing intercept
probability on short pulse emissions or, if they are
repetitive, f rchibitively increasing the time of detection.
The pulse compression receiver takes advantage of
the fact that the IF output pulse, as can be observed in
Fig. 7, is fieguency modulated because of the scanning local
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cscillatcr. Ihe frequency-dependent delay cf the comfressive
filter is adjusted so that the beginning of an IP output
pulse is delayed a length of time equal to the duration of
the pulse. Intermediate portions of this pulse are
prcporticrately delayed a lesser time, the result being that
all the signal energy tends to emerge from the compressive
filter at one instant. Because this tendency toward
instantaneous response is bandlimited, the output pulse has
a finite duration and its shape is the Fourier transform of
the IF bandpass shape. Thus, this compressed pulse duration
is approximately the reciprocal of the IF bandwidth.
Although there ar
€
other considerations involved, it can be
seen that in principle an increased IF bandwidth is desired
and this is advantageous for the probability of
interception.
5 . Channelize d leceiv in^ Sy stems f 20 ]
The channelized IF or Contiguous Filter Bank
Receiver is basically intended to combine the sensitivity
and frequency resolution of the superheterodyne with the
high intercept probability of wide-open CVR or IIM. A
typical channelizer system block diagram, as shown in Fig.
10, is a superheterodyne receiver with an IF two gigahertz
wide, the scanning of the total band 0-5-18 Ghz being
therefore exceptionally fast because of this large
instantaneous bandwith. The IF is then subdivided by filters
into 20-100 channels separately detected and amplified by
its own videc amplifier. Simultaneous signals, if separated
by more than a filter bandwidth are separately detected,
tagged and reported with the channel number. If two or more
signals are in a filter band, a vernier channelizer used in
series can resolve pulse frequency to about 3 Mhz. If
autcmatic recognition of radar type is desired, digital
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encoders transform the detected video pulse into a multibit
digital wcrd for further processing.
Channelized receivers are typically used to cue or
set a superheterodyne analysis receiver onto a signal of
interest cr accurately set a jammer transmitter onto a
signal to te jammed. Their cost-effectiveness and size
depend on the mechanization of the IF filter tank and the
complexity of the video data processing circuits that follow
it. One key element that allowed putting all these channeTs
in parallel was the development of new manufacturing
processes ccrcerned with microwave integrated circuits.
SIGNAI rfCCESSING
''
• Ccffl_EU ter s in Electronic Warfare
Ihe discussion that follows will assume the
existence of highly sophisticated threats. This is of course
not only a valid but necessary assumption. However tefore
proceeding it should be kept in mind that sophisticated
threats are clso mere expensive, complex, larger, and thus
not carried hy all platforms. As for example,
frequency-hopping or PRF-varying radars are certainly more
difficult to detect, identify or jam than conventional
pulsed radars. However, the great percentage of radar
systems are of the latter type - and it is expected to
remain that yay for some time.
Processors for these simpler types of threats are
naturally easier to implement. They are not only useful for
countering several actual equipments but also possess some
tasic features which are the starting point for more complex
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systems. Kith this idea in mind. Appendix 1 discusses the
essential recuireinents of a circuit intended to measure the
PBF and PR cf a conventional pulsed radar. Emphasis is
placed on how to cope with the problem of unsynchrcnized
arrival cf the train of radar pulses due to antenna
rotation
.
Modulated EEF certainly requires a much more complex
signal analysis. Indeed, these sophisticated threats made
hard-wired processors virtually useless for their
recognition cr identification.
Another problem is that unfortunately a processor
must handle mere than one signal at a time. Indeed in the
modern EW environment an incredible rate cf 100,000 pulses
per second per RF band could be present.
Ihe demand for better programmability as well as
greater cafalility has resulted in an increased use of the
computer in an ZW environment [21]. In addition, the cost
of memory elements has been significanxly reduced as
ccupared to hard-wired logic elements.
In a typical computer based system the various
threat faraaeters are stored in the computer memory, thus
creating a cciparison library readily updated by a software
change. Ihe system logic also can be stored in the memory
taking advantage of software techniques. As an example of
the use cf the computer, the same PEF measurement problem
could be attacked in the following way:
Ihe time of arrival (TOA) of each pulse is digitized
and entered into computer memory. The identification program
selects a TOA and adds to it the PRI of interest. A search
is then nade of the remaining data to determine if another
pulse exists at, or close to, the new TOA. If a hit is
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obtained, the process is repeated until sufficient pulses
are located fcr a positive identification to be made. If the
pulse train is not identified, a new start pulse is selected
and the process repeated.
lE addition to signal processing the computer can
perforin ccrtrcl functions such as implementation of optimuni
scan patterns programmed to vary as a function of the
received enviicnment. The kind of control function greatly
varies with the intended use of the receiver. Indeed, as was
pointed cut before. Intercept Receivers have such varied
characteristics that it is hard to generalize. In some
applicaticns for instance there is a general purpose
couputer shared among several systems - navigation, cciriDand,
weapons - fchile in other configurations the computer is
specialized and dedicated exclusively to the EW equipment.
A possible classification when analyzing the role cf the
cciputer in Efc is to consider its functions in ESM, ELINT
and RHAW. Cue to seme peculiarities, it is worthwhile to
take a brief lock cf the latter.
a. BHAW Mini-Computers
Ccmplete automation of a system is not always
the ideal mcde of operation. Indeed, in several situations,
a skilled operator is very helpful in data interpretation or
decision processes. In airborne applications however,
operators are only present in certain types cf aircraft and
thus, in order to minimize pilot load, automation is a must.
To achieve this anc other goals, the new generation cf RHAW
systems was designed to make extensive use of
nini-comfuters.
At the beginning of this decade, companies
worked with available militarized digital processors but
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these were tec slew for most EW scenarios. Then they decided
to build their own computers^ tailored to better fit the EW
increasing requirements. As for example, it was soon felt
that the function cf radar warning by itself was not enough
and great iupcrtance was attached to a complete integration
with jamiring and weapons launching.
Ihe computer then, besides having application to
the ccntrcl and signal processing alone, was charged with
important functions in this integration. This is kncwn as
Power Managenent. As defined. Power Management is the smart
applicaticn of jamming power on a -chreat priority basis at
the right tiae, en the right frequency and pclarizaticn and
in the right direction.
Seme features of these new vintage HHAW systems
provided ty the liri-computer multiple roles are:
kccwn friendly emitter signals or signals of low
interest are eliminated by either pre-programmed
instructions cr by operator selection of inhibits
automatic threat prioritization in several
levels, only displaying a certain number of threats of
highest levels
alphanumeric display of these threats, for good
readability
a picgrammed "look-through" capability thus
providing jaamer compatibility
a can be commanded to search a very narrow region
locking fcr cne specific electromagnetic signature or can be
directed to search all frequencies reporting all contacts or
programmed to execute many combinations between these
extreme ccnditions
frequency scan limits and scan speed are selected
frcm pre-pr cgrammed sets of instruction or are changed by
the operator while the system is operating
a acceptance windows in parameters such as PRF,
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pulse width, signal aaiplitude or bearing are expanded or
contracted as desired - differently in each of several
frequencies
2 . jccu St c- Optical Signal Analyzer
Heal-time signal analysis using acousto-02:tical
techniques is teinc presently designed intc reconnaissance
receivers. Although the method of spectrum analysis using
Bragg techniques has been used in other applications for a
Icng tiie, cnly recently it seams to be gaining recognitior
to compete technologically and pricewise in the complex
field of EW signal processing. Improvements in the necessary
components of the system, allied with a decreasing cost and
superior techniques are the key factors responsible fcr the
impulse that has occured in accusto-op tical processing.
Eragg diffraction is one of the more important forms
cf sound-light interaction [22]. The basic arrangement for
implementing spectrum analysis based on this principle is
shewn in Fig. 11. Ihe so called Bragg cell is represented by
the glass tcx filled with a liquid medium and having at one
extremity a piezoelectric transducer cut for a specific
frequency band. When excited by electromagnetic energy the
transducer makes the conversion to acoustic energy which
takes the form cf a traveling acoustic wave with a
wavelength I, thus creating regions of different indices of
refraction in the liquid medium.
fi plane wave of coherent light with a wavelength d
is then inserted into the Bragg cell at an angle deficed by
sin E = d/21. This angle is calculated in such a way that
the compcnents of the light wave diffracted in the liquid
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phase, ccnstructively interacting. As a net result, it can
be shown that the light wave is deflected by an amount
propcrticnal to the frequency of the input electromagnetic
energy to the transducer. Also, the amount of energy
deflected is proportional to the amplitude of the signal
input and therefore all data contained in the modulation is
preserved
.
If several signals at different frequencies are
siiEultanecusly applied to the cell, they are appropriately
deflected ard can be individually recovered by means of an
array of multiple photodetectors. Therefore, in principle,
the great advantage of this signal analysis technique is
that it provides simultaneous and continuous processing
without necessity of time sharing or scanning. Heal
limitations are not yet precisely known, due to the infancy
of this application to EW.
D. MOEEEN SYSTEMS
1 . I HAW
Earlier surface-to-air missiles were normally
command-guided through midcourse by pulses and thus airborne
warning receivers where oriented to detect this type of
signal. Ihe 1973 Arab-Israeli conflict showed however the
deployment cf a continuous wave (CW) s-emi-actively guided
doppler lissile and therefore the existing pulse oriented
receivers were unable to handle the low-power CW signals.
This fact led to a revaluation of airborne warning
receivers and has resulted in the necessary updating tc face
the CW threat [23j. Some modern HHAM systems are:
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* ECINTIB, developed' by General Instruments
Corporation, CSA, and recently selected to he used in the
LAMPS helicopter Mk I ESM system. Pointer incorporates a
high-speed programmable aini-processor outgrowth of the
AN/ALfi-42 Integration Receiver for the Prowler, OS Navy EW
aircraft. Pointer uses four planar spiral antennas to
provide pulse-fcy-pulse directional data (monopulse) . Dnlike
ether radar viarning systems intended for self-protection.
Pointer provides fleet protection search capability fcr low
pulse repetition rate, low scan rate acquisition radars
rather than concerning itself with main beam tracking or
terminal threats.
* AN/APB-41 (XE-2) , manufactured by Dalmo Victor Company
and designed fcr helicopters and light fixed-wing aircraft.
The system is thus conceived for low level flight with less
dense but rapidly changing environment being specially
suitable for warning against low altitude weapons such as
Russians lissiles SA-3, SA-6 or the Gun Dish fire control
radar. Ihe system is based on the AN/AIR-U6 experience
however sinpler because of decreased requirements. The
composition of the APR-41 is as follows:




The frequency coverage of the DP receivers is from E
through J bands in three sub-bands while the guidance
receiver goes from 700-1400 Mhz,
* AN/ALfi-45, manufactured by Itek Corporation, OSA and
used aboard OS navy's fighter and attack aircraft. The
basic system is intended to cover pulse threats from 1-14.5
Ghz, with digital filtering but retaining analog logic. It
enploys a real-time display and is programmable in the field
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with a screiidriver. A new version incorporates a
modification kit that gives a CW detection capability and a
C/C band direction finding capability. These bands are
respectively the bands of the guidance systems for the
fiussian missiles SA-2 and SA-3. The programs that have
resulted in this modification kit were known as Compass Sail
and Compass Tie.
* AN/ALE-46, the RHAW system most used aboard DSAF
aircraft, is in its basic configuration a 2-18 Ghz wid€-open
front end, crystal video, field programmable system,
intended for a complete integration with ether systems such
as Power Management, Weapon System Handcff and Infrared
Warning. The receiver, control unit and displays are made
by Itek vihile the digital signal analyzer ESA-20 is made by
Dalmo Victor. Recently this company announced the
prcducticD cf a new processor, the ALR-U6A which provides
faster operation, greater processing capacity, advanced
memory crganizaticn and powerful new software algorithms.
This version is a strong candidate for the F-16 aircraft
sold recently to four NATO countries.
* AN/AIR-56, developed by Loral Electronics and
intended for use on the F- 1 5 aircraft. It incorporates power
management concepts for the efficient utilization of all EW
suite. The same Company was recently awarded a contract for
the EH suite cf 95 Belgian Mirage aircraft. The system,
called BAPEOBT II (Rapid Alert Programmed Power Management
cf Radar larcets) includes a radar receiver and smart noise
jammers, being the most advanced EH systeii to be exported
from the Dcited States. It is also a serious competitor for
the P-16 NAIC's aircraft [24].
Loral also has a simpler system know as MPR
(Multi-Purpcse Radar warning), in two versions, model 11 and
12. The basic system is a four-quadrant multi-channel
crystal video receiver with a digital processor, the MPP-1
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or its sialler version MPP-2, for light and rotary wing
aircraft.
2. lifl - EIINI
These receivers, unlike the RHAW type, are not so
heavily constrained by size, weight and priinary power
requirements. Also, they do not have the need for ccirpletely
pre-proqraisnied operation because common platforms for them
admit the presence of dedicated operators. Another possible
difference b€twe€n the two categories is that the HHAR
receiver is more concerned with specific threats such as
eiiissions related to expected missiles in a tactical
environment while an ELINT receiver is supposed to analyze
alsc mere general signals such as communication links or
distant radars. In this last case, for instance, the lower
band of the receiver must be able to keep track of VEF-UHF
radars, such as the Russians Spoon Rest early warning radar
(1^7-161 ahz), the Flat Face (aiC-950 Mhz) and others. The
upper linit cf SUNT receivers, being presently kept at 40
Ghz implies therefore a" total required coverage of about 8-9
octaves. These systems, in the same manner of HHAW
receivers, may have a dedicated, specially built digital
processor or they can share general purpose computers.
ELINT sometimes can also be applied in a different
way. Norially, the analysis of a signal is made on the basis
of the transmitted emission. However, similarly to a radar
bistatic application, information can be obtained not
directly fici the transmitted signal but frcm its reflected
echo. The EIINT position therefore obtains its data by
reproducing and recording what is presented in the enemy's
display. This mcde of operation, known as "Erigand",
requires additional features such as synchronization of the
sweep rate with the hostile radar scan rate and
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establishirent of a zero reference procedure such that the
receiver displays the same presentation of the enemy radar.
The theory behind these procedures is the same described in
the literature of the bistatic radar however is a much more
difficult implementation because the radar IS
ncn-cooperative.
h sample of different types of ESM-EIINT receivers
will be pres€nted in this section, comprising an IFM system,
a superheterodyne scanning receiver and a Brigand processor.
Other systems will be left to illustrate Chapter VIII,
concern the Surface Navy. A comprehensive list briefly
describing Intercept Receivers being developed or produced
in several Anerican companies just appeared in a microwaves
magazine [ 25 ].
* AN/WL5-11 is a militarized shipboard IFM signal
acquisition receiver manufactured by ARGOSystems Inc., USA,
that can operate over any two octave bands from 0.5-18 Ghz.
It incorporates a narrowband YIG filter channel in parallel
with the 4iid€tand channel thus combining the best features
of IPM and TRF techniques. The TRF channel may be
continuously swept at a rate from 0.1-50 Hz or tuned
marually. This channel has a bandwidth of approximately 20
Mhz and gives an increased sensitivity of about 10 db. A
cursor on tfce display indicates the frequency where the YIG
filter is tured with an accuracy of about 50 Mhz and
resolution 2C Mhz. A digital Pulse Train Separator can
deinterleave up to three pulse trains and an operator can
measure ERF, pulse width and scan rate on these emitters
sijBultaneously . An Angle Gate Unit isolates signals for
further analysis including DF and recording.
Ihe RIB-11 is capable of being employed as the
primary intercept receiver in a variety of shipboard system
ccnf iguraticDS such as:
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capability to directly interface with currently
installed receivers and DF systems
a addition of an upgraded broadband DF capatility
to give the MIfi-11 stand-alone acquisition, analysys and DF
capability
a the addition of digital processing and a computer
for ccttfletely automatic emitter intercept, threat
identif icct icn and DF.
Arother IFM system from the same company, the
AS-626, inccrpcrates a recently developed Multiband Activity
Display which provides simultaneous, wide-open IFM
acgcisiticn capability for up to six oands. Each of the
tands is presented in the familiar PAN (frequency vs.
anplitude) format. A companion unit provides the more
typical fclai frequency/amplitude display for any selected
band allowing increased resolution and dynamic range for
mere detailed signal analysys and a unique presentation of
chirp and frequency-hopping signals.
* AS 440 Brigand Signal Processor, manufactured by
AEGCSystems, interfaces directly with any onboard ESM
receiver. Inputs to the processor are either at an IF
frequency (typically 160 Mhz) or video. An omnidirectional
antenna is often used but a high gain antenna can also be
coupled for increased sensitivity along a particular
corridor. A primary intercept receiver is tuned to the
non-cooperative radar frequency and it is possible to use an
auxiliary receiver tuned to another frequency such as IFF
signals. The display can be centered at the radar
transmitter cr at the Brigand processor location. A PPI
display is generated by locking to the PRF and scan rate of
the radar. Because the Brigand platform and the radar are
net co-lccated, a standard radar sawtooth sweep cannot be
used. Instead the sweep must be modified as a function of
both the range separating the two platforms and the
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direction that the radar antenna is pointing at any instant.
Therefore, if the position of the transmitter is kncwn a
continuous surveillance of the environment can be
ffiaintained. If the position is not known, it must be
determined. This is done by using points cf reference such
as a coastline, an island or other prominent targets ard by
means of controls adjusting their presentation until it
agrees with the correct one obtained by other means such as
a chart.
* WJ-940 [26] belongs to a series of intercept
receivers developed by Wat kins- Johnson , USA, which also
includes the AN/WLH-1U reconnaissance receiver used by
Aiserican submarines. The WJ-9U0 was designed considering
cost-effective design trade-offs for users with low budget.
In its most straightforward form, it is composed of cne or
two tuners, control and displays. The tuners are
single-ccnversion, superheterodynes, and digitally
controlled, permitting band scan, limit scan or manual modes
of operation as well as a special dependent, dwell and
intercept mcdes. S two-trace display shows signal activity
over twc full bands, over two sectors of the same band or
ever a sector and a dependent sub-sector of a band or over
twc completely independent sectors in twc bands. In the
dwell mode, which can be selected for either trace, the
receiver dwells at the frequency of an operator-cent rolled
frequency marker shown on the trace for a 30 millisecond
portion cf each scan. Video is gated to an output for
time-base display or for analysis during this dwell time,
which permits the operator to continue mcnitoring signal
activity within the band or sector while he conducts a
simplified form of time-base signal analysis at one




The directicn of arrival (DOA) of a signal is normally
determined bj cne of the following general techniques:
phase or time difference between signals arriving
at two or mere antennas
amplitude of response vs. orientation cf the
beam (s)
.
The first technique needs at least two special receiving
channels, since a single channel cannot be used to make
phase measurements. This method presents the great advantage
that the measurement is theoretically accomplished on a
pulse-to-pulse basis, therefore eliminating all interference
informaticn existent due to modulations on the train of
pulses. The implementation of these multiple-channel or
Instantaneous Direction Finding (ID?) systems is however
more conplex and expensive and more suitable for larger
platforms or special applications.
The second technique, using a single-channel receiver,
is therefcre the mcst commonly used for conventional DOA
measurements. Eeing a sequential processing it is subject to
time-scintillation errors caused by variations in the
amplitude of the received signals, either due to modulation
of the train cf pulses or fading concerned with propagation
effects. These scintillation-errors reflect on the accuracy
of the DCA measurement and methods for minimizing then are
normally employed, such as normalization of the amplitude of
each received pulse as compared with a reference. This
reference is normally chosen to be the signal received at
the omnidirectional antenna.
There are several ways of implementing the
single-channel process. The simplest technique, and
therefore mcst employed, is the rotating-directional-beam
system [27]. Shiptorne DF systems have employed broadband
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high speed mechanically rotating antennas (up to 35C rpm)
and more recently static or electronically-scanned phase
arrays. The problems with mechanically rotating antennas
are reliakility and processing time, especially in dense
environments where very fast signal processing is mandatory.
The problem cf reliability is represented by a low MTBF
(mean tine between failures) of the high-speed-rotating
ccmponents. Indeed, for a better probability of interception
of signals also generated by rotating antennas, the scan
rate cf tie EF system must be very high.
Static arrays providing 360° of azimuthal coverage have
been employed recently. They can be described as a fixed
antenna array fed by a computer-controlled high-speed
switching matrii. The DF precision and resolution are a
function cf the type and number of antennas employed,
requiring therefore a compromise with the size, cost and
weight of the array. For a precision cf about 3o, depending
alsc on the frequency band, typically 8-12 elements should
be employed for 360° coverage. Static arrays, although more
complex, could overcome deficiencies of rotating antennas,
with an additional advantage that the team can be more
easily started or stopped. Therefore, the DF system could be
left inactive, only becoming operational when automatically
requested by the analysis receiver.
In any case, whether mechanically or electronically
rotated, the broadband coverage requires different types of
antennas for the complete range up to 40 Gh2. This is also
true for the omnidirectional acquisition antenna and
therefore the overall system has become a ccuplex
miscellaneous of diverse antenna configurations. Although an
optimal arrangement is not patronized by all manufacturers
it has been common to use broadband "frequency-independent"
antennas such as log-periodic , cavity-backed, planar,
conical or helix spirals for the lower and medium frequency
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tands and scalar herns for the upper part of the spectrum.
Desigcers cf RHAW systems, with restrictions in space,
normally wcik in a more limited coverage such as 1-16 Ghz.
They are pushing the development of broadband antennas,
baluns and waveguides or trying to make the arrangement more
compact, in order to expand lower and upper limits cf their
coverage. Ercblems inherent to aerodynamic requirements of
the airborne platform as well as the conditions of operation
ccniplicate still more the configuration cf the DF antenna,
normally requiring a protective radome mounted beneath the
belly of the aircraft or atop the fuselage.
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VI. THE MISSILE THREAT
A. MISSIIE UZflFONS
The ccuEtermeasures preseoted m the precediiig chapters
are quite general and antimissile warfare is just ore of
their af plications. The sophistication of the lodern
missile and its increasing deplcyment on all kinds of
platforms lead however to the development of tactics and
techniques sore specifically suitable tc counter this
threat. This is the case of the modern equipments that use
the heat radiation as the detection factor. Although
antimissile warfare is not the only application icr these
devices it is certainly one of the most important. For this
reason it seems worthwhile tc briefly discuss the onissile
threat just before the chapter that deals with
electro-cf tical devices.
1. Surf ac e-t o-A ir M issi le Weapons (SA I1) f 28 1
The SAM belongs to a complex weapon systeiE that









Ihe purpose cf the first subsystem, the acquisition
radar, is:
tc provide early warning
M tc determine gross target position and velocity
tc determine target priority.
Ihe function of early warning is not degraded by
countermeasures because its existence is evidence of attack,
but the other functions are seriously affected by them.
Indeed the acquisition radar, as well as the target tracker,
may te iiisl€d or disabled by any of the jaicming techniques
described in earlier chapters, increasing the reaction time
of the system, especially if these radars have autcmatic
detection anc tracking circuits.
Tie target tracker, initially restricted to one
target at a time, received a considerable impulse with the
advent cf phased-array radars, that allowed a single
transmitter to illuminate many targets ty sequentially
jumping its agile beam from one target to the next.
Improved signal processing techniques were also necessary
because cow the illumination would no longer be continuous
and inforiaticE must be extracted from stored sampled data.
The primary inputs to the computer are the target
position information given by the target tracking radar and
the iiissile position information given by the missile
tracking radar. The computer outputs are often launcher
pointing ccmmands, launcher firing commands, missile
guidance information and, in some cases, warhead detonating
commands.
Ad alternative scheme to this weapon system
corf iguraticn is to put some target homing capability into
the missile. If done, the missile itself senses radiation







In the former, the radiation is that of the SAM
tracking racar reflected from the target. In active hcning,
the missile contains both the transmitter and receiver. In
hcme-on-jam, the radiation is from the target's jamming
transmitter.
It is often possible to describe a SAM'S flight in
three distirct guidance phases:
a launch or initial coarse guidance
midcourse guidance
final or terminal guidance.
A SAK may be designed to use for its entire path
only on€ type of guidance or it may be designed to use
different guidance schemes along its trajectory. As a
possible example a SA.M may use in the first phase inertial
guidance and, after JDOoster separation, command guidance is
used to steer the missile to within five miles of a target.
Then, the terminal guidance phase could be accomplished by
the missile's cwn active homing system.
Each type cf guidance can have several variations,
each one with its own vulnerability to countermeasurss. The
command guidance link, for example, may be a separate radio
link with its own transmitter and receiver or the transmit
steering ccanands to the missile may be encoded intc the
pulses cf the target tracking radar. A third option is the
beam-rider sjstem in which the missile seeks the center of
the tar ger-tracking radar beam. This is the best situation
fcr couutermeasures protection since the missile receiver
antenna is pointed toward the friendly ground transmitter
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and away frci the target jammiEg interference.
2. Surf ace- to -Surf ace fissile Weapons JSSMJ_
The iDost numerous and varied missile weapons belongs
to the surface-to-surface class. Thus, there exists several
ways to classify these missiles. On the basis of flight
range, for instance, the SSMs are subdivided into short
range, mediuii range and long range or intercontinental
ttissiles. Another classification could be based en the
intended use cf the weapon: tactical or strategic missiles.
Although the same basic principles and types of
guidance described for the SAM apply to the SSM [29], a
typical guidance system of several anti-tank missiles, the
wire ccntrcl guidance, should be mentioned. Hodern missiles
use this nethcd of contrcl and it will be no surprise if
this type of guidance finds application beycnd the anti-tank
rcle in a near future.
Cne version cf the surface-to-surface missile is
becoming at present cne of the most concerned threats in a
possible conflict: the cruise missile [3]. Indeed, recent
years have seen the massive deployment of anti-ship cruise
lissiles abcard ships (and aircraft) of several nations
especially ficm the Soviet block.
Cruise missiles are very difficult tc detect in time
for efficient reaction by the ship's defenses because they
present small visual or radar cross sections and also
because they are often sea-skimmers, flying at low
altitudes. This results in multipath echoes due to
reflecticns cff the surface of the sea as well as clutter
created by this surface. Multipath problems occur when the
separation between the target and its image is less than the
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resolving power of the radar. The use of special techniques
such as off tcresight- tracking and double null tracking
offer the test practical soluticn to these problems [30].
Even if detected, this low-altitude profile makes it
difficult firing for conventional anti-aircraft artillery
due to the extreme depression angles. Tc complicate the
problem more, ether cruise missiles, like the Russian
Shaddock, employ high trajectories with steep tallistic
descents on target and so ship's defense cannot concentrate
just on sea-skimming missiles.
.Cruise missiles can be employed in all kirds of
ships ranging from the small and fast patrol boats to
cruisers, giving thus to the small ships tremendous
firepower. This also means that weak navies probably can
afford the acquisition of a good number of these irodern
"dr eadnouchts" . .
.
Cn the other hand, large ships are excellent targets
for detection by IB sensors and radars. This, associated
with their limited maneuverability, makes them reasonably
vulnerable targets, unless adequately protected by efficient
_countermeasur es and antimissile weapons.
Surface-to-surface missiles launched beyond radar
and visual distances can be directed by reconnaissance
aircraft, submarines or data for the guidance could even be
obtained through a satellite link.
3 . il^ziSrSiirf ace Missile Weapons JASM)^
Air-tc-surf ace missiles are intended for targets
ordinarily destroyed by conventional aircraft, but which are
strongly protected by anti-aircraft defense. Again, it is
possible to subdivide into short range, medium and long
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range or frcii the standpoint of deployment into tactical and
strategic nissiles. Similar to the surface-to-surface case,
the anti-ship cruise missile fired from an aircraft is, at
present, cf great concern in a conventional conflict.
4 . ii^ri^^Air Missile Weapons (AAM)
Ibe intended targets are piloted as well as
pilctless aircraft like drones and oiissiles. It has been
suggested that some tasks of the AAM could be performed by
SkV.s, thus leaving the aircraft with more versatility and
availability for other uses of its pods. However, it must be
considered as an iaportant factor the maneuvering capability
of the aircraft employed as a platform for the launchicg of
missiles.
Ccmmcc Soviet air-tc-air missile firing tactics
involve ripple firing of two missiles at the same target, at
an interval cf about one second. The first nissile fired is
an IE honing type and the second a radar guided type.
Another class of missiles known as anti-radiation
missiles (AJM) should be mentioned. They are normally of
the ASil or AAM type and their guidance is by homing or the
enemy's electio jagnetic radiation, especially radar.
Therefore, tie threat of their presence in an attacking
force infoses on the enemy radar discipline cr even silence
and thus ABMs are very deterrent weapons. Ideally, however,
these missiles need a supplementary type cf guidance as a
backup in the event of shutdown of the victim radar.
Appecdix E presents a list of modern missiles
according their primary functicn. The list is restricted to
airborne and shipborne (excluding submarine) applications,
covering methods cf guidance, flight profile and other
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characteristics of small and medium racge missiles
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VII. SI£CTRO-OPTICAL ELECTRONIC WAHFAHE
A. GENEBAL
Electro-Optical Electronic Warfare (EOEW) is a new field
that is exfanding very rapidly. So, although at the present
tijL€ it is only a small part of the vast ccmplex of EW, the
perspectives are that in a near future it will become very
impcrtant and this is the reason why the sutject deserves a
separate chapter. EOSH, encompassing ultraviolet, visible
and infrared techniques, is expected to have in the United
States its mccetary support at least tripled by the end of
the decade, due to the wide proliferation of several devices
licrking in that region of the spectra. Indeed,
electro-cptically guided armament, infrared warning
receivers and lasers are spreading in the armed forces of
all developed countries. This can be easily verified by
ccmparing the number of IR products advertised in any cf the
specialized EW magazines from two years ago and novi. The
industry is vicrking hard in new projects which are usually
of a classified nature because, due to the infancy cf the
field, each cew discovery is a very great advantage over the
enemy. EOEii has yet hardly been tested on the battlefield
and many surprises can arise if one is not ready for it. In
principle, the threat is expected to be present specially in
weapons aiming, spotting, tracking and guidance but also as
efficient means of surveillance, detection, localization of
the enemy, aid in communications. The techniques employed
encompass the use cf sophisticated and powerful lasers,
sensitive detectors, as well as non-reflective paints.
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engine exhaust shields and IR flares.
To see an important point in the use of EOEW it is
suitable tc ccmpare, in a crude way, a Radar Warning
Receiver acd an Infrared Receiver, both passive sensors.
The first cne will only detect the enemy if he cooperates,
that is, emit radio waves by activating some of his
equipments. Cn the other hand, there will always be infrared
emissicn to he detected by the second one. The art of
making this detection easy or more difficult is, 'in this
situation, tie scope cf EOEW.
The detection can also be done by active means as viith a
radar laser and again several techniques are being dev€lcped
such as anti-laser coatings and attenuation of the laser
energy by the use cf chemical additives in vehicle exhausr
systems.
Another tactical application of infrared in
cccntermeascres consists of employing an aircraft in a
stand-off position illuminating the target, the scattered
radiation being used in a semi-active manner tc guide a
smart-bomt launched from another position.
E. ClASSIflCATION
It can te seen that despite some particularities of
optical systems the techniques encountered in ECEW are
similar to the ones that are employed in the microwave part
cf the spectium.
In this sense, although a general classification of EOEW
does not still exist, it seems reasonable to follow closely




• l5jlU5Jj "Wgrginq Rgceiyers
The principal performance limitation of IR warning
receivers has been high false alarm rate [31]. Not only
on-purpos€ episodes created by the enemy but "natural" false
alarms due tc the severe background of the IR spectral
region result in a high alarm rate. The search for adequate
discrimiDatirg techniques to successfully cope with this
problem has teen, and remains, the challenge facing infrared
systems designers.
Ihis high false alarm rate reflects not only in the
confidence cf the operator but in the overall operation of
systems hher€ the launching of weapons is automatically
activated by an alarm. Unchecked, this can represent
depletion of the armament until a complete exhaustion
renders the system inoperative when faced with the real
threat.
If the background is bad in the air-to-air role, it
is horrendous in the air-to-surface. In order to detect a
SAM, an infrared warning receiver must look directly to the
ground, where exist all kinds cf sources capable of emitting
IE radiation and so generate false alarms. The only way to
solve this problem is by proper data processing. In order
to do this, it can employ spatial, temporal and spectral
methods of discrimination using respectively the
distinguishiig features of plume size, burn time and
spectral energy distribution. The last discrimination, for
instance, can be achieved by performing a spectral analysis
of the several detected sources of radiation and correlating




Ccrr€larion, as a method of discrimiDation , has the
important advantage that it does net adversely affect
detection picbability like increasing the threshold by
coating the infrared dome with black spray. It is impcrtant
to keep in lind that sometimes the radiation strength from
tackground sources exceeds that of the threat missile,
Ihe iN/AAE-3U infrared warning receiver developed
and manufactured by Cincinnati Electronics Corporation, USA,
and in us€ on the P- 1 1 1 was until recently the only one in
the operational inventory. Several others are in the stages
of research, development or testing, under sponsorship of
the armed forces and soon will find their way to the
inventory. The AN/AAR-34 is a scanning sensor, tail
installed and is primarily designed to protect the high,
fast places from air-to-air threats.
A similar model is the AN/ALR-23. Both receivers
locate enemy aircraft and detect missile launches by sensing
their radiated energy. The set then generates a threat
warning for the aircrew and automatically controls
countermeasures to protect the aircraft.
An export version of this last equipment is the
CME-100, Ihis signals the fact that the US government is
beginning to consider a release of infrared warning receiver
technology for allied countries.
also developed by Cincinnati is the AN/AAB-38, a
staring (ncc-scanning) sensor specially suited for
helicopter use and more appropriate to be, used in the
surf ace- tc-a ir protection role.
A variation of these devices is the Laser Homirg and
Warning System (LAHAWS) whose function is to alert a target
that he is being "painted" by a laser beam. The system
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classifies acd localizes the source and then takes
appropriate action to oppose this surveillance by the enemy.
Tfce Navy deployed into the Mediterranean theater a
Martin-Marietta optical collection and classification system
called Cluster Hemlock. which observes, records and
classifies man-made signals from the visual through the
infrared. It can intercept laser energy without being in the
laser beai at ranges in excess of the optical horizon by
detecting laser energy scattered by aerosols in the air.
These off-axis technigues are very important in SOEW where
the beans are generally very directive and so it is very
difficult to position a sensor in the beam. The technigues
are applicable not only against highly secure, covert
optical ccmmunications but also laser radar paths [32].
Another optical device, the Infrared Laser Banger
(IBLfi) , is being developed by the Air force Avionics
Laboratory. This system is composed of a track-while-search
IR tail warning receiver and a laser triggered by its
output. The functions of the laser radar are first to
confirm the presence of the threat and second enable a
priority to be established in a lultiple threat environment,
based on infcraation of range and closing rate.
2 • I133 e rjj Systems
Optical and infrared systems possessing iiragery
properties are gaining wider acceptance for a broad range of
tactical applications. These systems not only detect
airborne targets tut they normally can give an image of the
entire spectrum of tactically interesting ground targets.
Imagery systems can be passives, semi-actives or actives:




semi-active sensors use the reflected radiation
frcm a source that is not an integral part of the sensor
system
a active sensors use reflected radiation from a
source that is an integral part of the system.
Pcrward Looking Infrared (FLIE) is a system using
passive sensor technology that can provide high-resolution
imagery in real-time [33]. FLIR operates in the longer
wavelength pcrtion of the infrared, sensing the radiation
emitted by targets by means of background-limitad
phc tcdetectcrs.
Lew light Level Television (LLLTV or L^iV) is a
semi-active systen specially useful under night-time
conditions and therefore the source of illumination can be
moonlight, starlight or airglow. These illuminations are
about 1C orders of magnitude smaller than the one provided
by the sun at noon on a clear day.
The L^TV concept is employed in the TI3EC (Target
Identif icaticn System, Electro-Optical) now in production by
Northrop, USA, fcr the F-4E aircraft: a pair of vidicon
caneras, housed in the left wing, will provide a magnified
TTJ scene at the copilot's seat. The same imagery concept
has been used in the Pave Spike, a laser designator for the
CSAF, manufactured by Westinghouse.
3 • Denial-Jaaa inq Laser s
The following applications of optics can be
considered the equivalent of the conventional microwaves
denial ianiring, where the objective is to nulify the
detector capability of the enemy. As a possible example of
these techniques, it has been said that the JIavy in concert
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with the Air force is developing a pod mounted laser visual
countermea =urGs system for combatting hostile, optically
ained or optically guided weapons. The pod would employ a
fclue-green laser to search for any optical system viewing
the platfcriE and detect it from backscatter returned from
the viewing cftics. A laser would then saturate or even burn
the hostile optics with laser energy. This can be done also
with serious consequences against a satellite link possibly
used by the enemy.
This type of countermeasures can also be applied
against the human naked or telesccpically aided eye,
sometimes used as the target detector for aiming weapons.
For this purpose, some lasers are being developed that would
generate high power pulse outputs at 0.53 microns, in the
heart of the visible green region, to which the eye is most
sensitive. fulses from this frequency doubled 1.06 micron
yttrium aluiinum garnet (YAG) laser could injure or destroy
the retinas of the eyes of those directing weapon fire
against the aircraft or would otherwise penetrate the
optical train of the aiming mechanism and tracking gates.
There are however problems with these laser
transmitters. First, the difficulty of locating the hostile
laser equipnent and the problem of aiming the narrow beam of
an airborne laser jammer from a high speed aircraft. Second,
the modern aircraft is already pod saturated and pilots are
reluctant to sacrifice a valuable pylon position on attack
aircraft for still another countermeasures pod. Other
platforms do not suffer from the same problems and it is
easier to iajlement these systems,
Ihe Kuras-Alterman • s PCSITAR (Passive Optical
Spectrometric Identification Tracking and Ranging) was
originally conceived as a tank antimissile system but a
design has teen also configured for shipboard use. The
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sensor is a side angle IR scanner with two infrared detector
prccesscr channels that respectively search for and examine
point scurces of high amplitude IE radiation. If the
incoming spectral signatures match the stored spectra
characteristic of targets of interest such as rocket lotors
or engines spectra, the target is accepted and the targets's
azimuth and elevation position is encoded. An off-the-shelf
laser is then accurately directed to the spectrometrically
identified hydrocarbon motor determining its range. In
addition, tt€ laser can emit a high intensity 1.06 or 0.53
iiicrcn laser pulse for sensor degradation. FOSITAR is then
an IRLH device and/or an optical sensor jammer.
Eeing a modern type of eguipment with a different
technology, it is worthwhile to look at some of its
specif icaticES [34]:
SEARCH
• 40 EL X 3390 aZ 0.025 sec
I 8C0 EL X 3390 az (Surveillance Zone) 0.5 sec
Scan Rate 40 rps
Field of View 2 mr SL, 0.5 mr AZ
* TEANSeiTTER
Repetition Rate 24 pps
I Peak Power 10 Mw
a Pulse Width 2C nsec
^ • Cec6gtion7Jaafflij}g Lasers
Substantial progress is being made in the
development of short wavelength infrared jammers. All
military services are in varying stages of introducing on a
limited basis pod-mounted airborne deceptive systems for
countering infrared heat seeking weapons. Indeed it is
expected that this type of countermeasures (IRCM) will
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receive, and not lasers, the bulk of production expenditures
over the next five years.
The tasic idea is the radiation of large pulses of
infrared energy behind the aircraft. Infrared fcoming
missiles locked onto energy emitted by an aircraft's engines
will then listake the deliberately generated pulses for
engine signals and will be deceived into breaking lock in a
vain effort to follow the deceptive pulses. How can these
pulses be confused with the DC emission of the engines and
the Icck te fcrcken?
In normal operation the energy emitted by the
engines is chopped by a reticle and then filtered to
eliminate undesired components. The resultant carrier
frequency feeds the precession coils of a gyro and then by
an error ccntrclled feedback loop maintains the seeker head
correctly aligned, when the seeker is locked onto the
target, the error angle is small, the offset angle is about
zero and the target appears at the center of the reticle.
The deceiving pulses, which may be large compared to the
engine signal, arrive in some timed sequence and appear off
the missile axis and at some significant non-zero cffset
angle. The gyro then precesses erroneously trying to bring
these strong deceptive pulses to the center of the reticle,
breaking the lock. Once lock is broken, the missile
probably will not reacquire the target.
Seme mcdern examples of these deception jammers are:
* AN/AIC-''23, developed by Electro Optical Systems,
Xerox Corporation, now operational in US Navy inventory and
employed in carrier-based tactical aircraft, like in the ?-4
Pha-ntom. It is also being manufactured, under license, by
British Aircraft Corporation for NATO countries. The system




* ALC-1^2, Sanders Associates' "Hot Brick", that
utilizes fuel burned in a combustion chamber to heat a
membrane that radiates the desired spectral energy modulated
by rotating shutters, with high duty rate pulses. Potential
applications includes the Marine Corps Rockwell OV-10, OSAF
clcse support Fairchild A-10 and Lockheed C-130 transport
aircraft
.
Sanders also build the ALQ-144 model used on US Army
helicopters, Eoeicg CH-a7, Bell UH-1 and OH-58. For the
fixed wirg Gcumman OV-10 Mohawk they have the ALQ-147 which
is mounted aft of a fuel pod. This system uses a mixture of
fuel and air to generate infrared energy.
Concluding, much more could be said about the
research that is being done in EOEW, The discussion above




VIII. SHIPEOABD ELECTRONIC WaRF^EE SYSTEMS
In the previous chapters Electronic Warfare vas covered
independent of the carrying platform: ground-based, surface
ships, submarines, fixed-wing aircraft, helicopter or even
drones.
It is necessary that military personnel of all services
be familiar with all of them, because the threat cculd be
originated from any kind of vehicle. However, since some
navies do net possess large defensive air arms, it is
probably worrhwhile to concentrate in one chapter some
topics ccccerning the area of most importance to these
navies, namely the Surface Navy.
Almost all articles that can be found in the open
literature as well as descriptive advertisements about SW
are concerned with the airborne use. The limitations of
si2e, weight and aerodynamics of these platforms are a
constant challenge to -the development cf new techniques or
iupicvemect cf the present ones. In some cases, due tc the
lack of available operators, automation must be total and
high reliability and fast response are required.
On the other hand, shipborne equipments seem to have a
more stable evolution. Besides this, the Surface Navy has
been slow in recognizing and accepting the value of EW in
contrast to the Naval Air Service and Air Force.
The Bajcr modern day threats to ships are the
air-to-surface and surface-to-surface missiles, as was seen
in chapter VI. Faced by this growing threat, the Navj has
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t€€n seeking the cptimal solution to the defense problem
that in principle should be composed of a mix of hard
weapons, electronic warfare techniques and suitable tactics.
If the prcblem of finding a solution to an optimal
defense sere cnlj a matter of limiting space for araament
and EW equipients, it could be very close to being
surmounted because cf the reduction in size of the icdern
ccaputer, cne cf the largest components in many systems.
However, neutral observers also believe that Savy's
reluctance tc buy shipborne EW equipment is because there
are still dcubts about the guidance system and other
characteristics cf certain Soviet missiles and consequently
it is cct in the interest of the service tc invest heavily
in expensive and complex EW systems that are not sure to
correctly counter the possible threats [3]. Hard kill
techniques, however, are almost certainly a confident
investment, less susceptible to being later judged as the
wrong equipaect.
Until a few years ago mcst of the American and allied
nations ship's electromagnetic defenses were basically
centered en the AN/WLH-1 receiver. This is net a very modern
ccuntermeasu res receiving sat by today's standards. The
basic system has a frequency range from 50 Mhz to only 10.75
Ghz covered in nine tuners, each consisting cf a
preselection unit, a local oscillator that used a Beflex
Klystron and an I? preamplifier. The time fcr mechanically
scanning one band is as much as 90 seconds and thus the
system is almost useless as a detection and location device
for supersonic missiles [35].
GTE Sjlvania's WLB-8 was designed to update the WLH-1
equipment. The new system has a digitally-controlled
spectrum scan and analysis receiver covering the 50 nhz to
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18 Ghz frequency range with several automatic features
provided tj a nini-computer
.
More recently there has teen some development of several
programs cesicned to improve the EW shiptcrne capability.
For example, DPEWS (Design-to-Price Electronic Warfare
System) is a program intended for ships the size of a normal
destroyer and smaller. In this application the EW package is
designed tc provide only certain basic functions such as
threat warning capability, wide area electrccic surveillance
and confusion ECM, rather than to be a general purpose
system. The US Navy is currently undergoing parallel sea
trials or two DPEfciS equipments, one developed by Hughes and
the other ty Raytheon.
The Navy's new large destroyers, the 7500 ton Spruance
class (DC-S63) will also not carry any active ECM because of
unfavorahle trade-offs regarding cost and military
objective. Their passive warning equipment probably will
include a scanning receiver type WLE-1 combined with ac IFM
receiver like the WLH-11. It is interesting to point out
that, whec conceived, the Spruance class was scheduled to
have active coun termeasures. However the intended system,
the SHCETSTCP, and even a diminuted version of it, became
too large and expensive for the ship. Still another
packaged-system was tried, composed of the WLR-8 anc the
SLC-17, a deception repeater jammer. This package is
reserved rowacays for ships larger than a destroyer.
Also should be mentioned here the deployment of the
destroyer-based LAflPS helicopter. LAMPS (Light Airborne
Multi-'Purpose System) provides an over-the-horizon detection
and early warning capability especially when ships are
operating under the Quiet Force concepts of radiation
emission control, in addition to its ASW and long range
missile targeting missions. The first operational
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SH-2D/LAifES were embarked on the guided missile cruisers
class "Belknap".
The CGN-38 (ex DLGN-38) series naval ship alsc was
designed tc fce, like the DD-963, a very imposing electronic
flatform. This class is a nuclear-powered, guided missile,
fleet escort ship designed to provide defense protection
against enemy submarines, air defense acd a limited
anti-surface ship defense capability. When initially
ccDceived its ZW package was composed of [36]:
SLA-15 ECM set
SLC-12A ECM jamming set







ECM threat processing system
Threat processor
ECM receiving system
Integrated EW Defense System
ECM jamming system
Now, just before the first ship of the class -Virginia-
is to be ccmmissioned, this complex suite probably has also
been altered. Seme new ideas include chaff-rccket launchers
and the li^MPS.
Chaff rockets, as already mentioned in chapter II, are
beginning to be considered alsc very effective for shipbcrne
use. Besides the "Virginia" class, they are scheduled to be
installed in the CGN-35 Truxton, the destroyers cf the
"Spruance" class and the new heliccpter-carriers.
Other shipboard equipments of recent vintage are:
* AK/SLC-30 Threat Reactive Opdate Modernization
Program (THUMP), developed by the Kuras-Alternian Corp., USA.
The systeii, that modifies the ULQ-6 deception repeater.
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provides autcmatic signal identification, automatic tracking
antenna acd automatic signal processing. The program is
aimed at giving a warning and threat reactive capability to
destroyer escorts and smaller ships already equipped with
the ULQ-6. IBUMP uses the SLE-12 receiver.
* AN/SLB-20, a detection, location, identification and
classification system developed by Amecom, USA, for the NATO
hydrofoil.
Great Eritain, as the United States, has seen a
prcliferaticn of EW systems in their ships, especially the
new Type U2 Guided Missile Destroyer and the Tjpe 21
Frigate. Ite cruise missile threat has also been of major
coEcern tc the Royal Navy and the optimal defense again will
probably be a mixture of hard kill techniques,
countermeasures and tactics.
The Efc suite of the Type 42 also comprises a helicopter,
the Westlacd/Aercspatiale WG-13 Lynx, equipped with a
frequency agile lightweight I-band radar. The NTDS
equivalent is the ADAiiS (Action Data Automation Weapons
System)
.
The third Royal Naval Equipment Exhibition shewn in
September of 1S75 delineated the state-of-art of the British
industry in EW [ 37 J:
Decca Racar presented their RDL series of ESM
equipments, exported to more than 14 navies around the
world. The suite is modular in design, easily expandable and
therefore several models are available. Cecca' s approach
utilizes a crystal video detection technique. There are,
hckever, IPM and superheterodyned versions of the system.
The basic equipment, tne SDL-13C for fast Patrol Boats ,
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prcvides instantaneous bearing, automatic pulse analysis and
alarm, tccether with measurement of frequency band. For
larger ships, the RDL-2ABC provides in addition frequency
measurement, visual pulse analysis and RF amplificaticn in
the analysis channel.
The MFI Equipment Co. Ltd. promoted their SUSIE series
shipboard warning receivers. There are three models of this
system, ictended for small ships (model 1) , medium sized
ships (model 2) and larger warships (mcdel 3)
.
A brief description of SUSIE 1 fellows: an all
solid-state lEM receiver with frequency coverage 2-18 Ghz,
capable cf displaying instantaneously all signals received
by its static antenna. It also features instantaneous
presentation on alpha numeric display of pulse width,
bearing, frequency band, pulse repetition interval and
signal level of operator selected signal. Automatic warning,
signal blanl^ing and automatic tracking facilities are also
available
.
The mil Company also has an active jamming system cubbed
"Scimitar". It covers the 8-16 Ghz band and the power ouput
is given as 600 watts CW and two kilowatts pulse. Operating
modes possibly include CW noise, programmed band noise,
wideband ncise, RGIC, scan rate modulations, swept scan rate
modulation and inverse scan gain.
MEL also exhibited "Protean", a lightweight chaff
grenade-launcher under development for use on Fast Eatrol
Boats. Each launcher contains a total of 144 40 mm grenades
which are fired off in groups of nine producing a 300 square
meters chaff cloud within five seconds of firing at a height
cf approiimately 50 m.
Vickers Ltd. presented their 3-barrel "Corvus" chaff
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rocket launcher in wide-scal€ service with the Royal Uavy
and now purchased by the French Navy, the Corvus was held
under a security blanket for many years and performance
details still are classified.
France also presented some of their state-of-art EH
eguipments in the 1974 French Naval Exhibition [38].
Thomscn-CSF displayed their countermeasures suite for
shipboard use. Basically it incorporates the DR 3012 search
receiver, the "Arial" signal analyser and the "Alligator'*
jamer. Ihe DR 3012 executes a passive search in all
directions, within E through I frequency bands, detecting
pulsed and CW signals and displaying their main
characteristics, azimuth in particular. The Arial
coiplements the receiver providing alarm, analysis and
identification functions. The analysis include frequency
bard, pulse repetition frequency, pulse width, HF level,
antenna rotation period. The identification is made
automatically by comparison with a library including 15
radars. If unidentifiable, the parameters of the signal are
displayed. Ihe Arial can just display and record
magnetically the informations or, in addition, drive an
active jammer. The complete system is suitable for
installation on any type of surface vessel and has been
adopted by the navies of more than 20 countries.
The French Navy, as the British, also uses the Lynx
helicopter acd the Corvus 3 chaff rocket launcher as part of
their electronic defense. The shipborne tactical data
processing system, eguivalent to the NTES, is the SENIT,
with several models. SENIT 5 is the newest one, for ships
between £00 and 3000 tons. The system, with its 64 K
cctDputer menicry, can process and visualize 40 tracks
siuultaneoi: sly and can centralize information on the state




France/ as well as the other countries, seems however to
give icre imfortance to airborne ccuntermeasures. As an
example, last year's Le Bourget Air Show, in Paris, the
largest nilitary equipment show in the world, had an
impressive stand of EW systems suitable for the Mirage and
ether aircraft. It is interesting to ncte that France,
behind the Orited States and Russia, is third in volume of
oilitary experts.
Therefore, from the above description basse on
unclassified reports and Naval Equipment Exhibitions, some
points can be observed, concerning tne Surface Navy:
* rockets dispensing expendable cartridges such as
chaff, IB flares and miniature transmitters are being more
and more deployed on several ships. The intended use is for
self-protection screening against the serious threat brought
by the cruise missile.
* modular Eli suites, often with emphasis in
design-tc-price characteristics, have been intensively
procured for initial equipment cr upgrading of EW systems of
several vessels. Such is the case of the following EW
equipments: Cecca's HDL series, MEL's Susie with its three
basic models, the French Arial and the American DPEWS, also
in its three basic configurations. The modular approach
allows snail platforms to have only basic features such as
given for instance by a pure CVR or IFM system. larger
platforms use more advanced series models, joining ether
analysis systems, and sometimes being integrated with active
ECK. Powerful jamming systems are mostly used in shifs the
size above larger destroyers. Cruisers and nuclear powered




* EH Systems deployed in helicopters such as the
Aflierican LAMES and the French/British Lynx are being
consistently used for EW fleet protection.
* CcanDunications and Radar Systems employing
sophisticated technology are being shiptorne installed.
These systems, besides improved performance in the hacdling
of desired signals, have in addition better anti-jamming
capability. The new techniques, as already mentioned in
preceding chapters, include spread spectrum, frequency
hopping, Pfil staggering, pulse compression, moncpulse
tracking, and others. The phased-array concept is also
beccfliing a real-world feature, although yet limited tc mere
special applicaticns, due to its present high cost. As an
example of these special applications it can be mentioned
the SPY-1 racar, part of the AEGIS, the advanced air defense
electronics system for the proposed American strike
cruisers.
* ECEW, although not yet heavily part of the inventory
of the navies, probably will have important functions in a
near future due to the wide proliferation of IR seeking
aissiles.
Nevertheless, at the present time, due tc the specific
characteristics cf expected scenarios for future conflicts,
the aircraft is yet the platform that receives the great




PEF AND PULSE WIDTH MEASURING CIECUIT
NATUBI CJ THE EROBLEM
The circuit presented below is intended tc be helpful in
the measurement of some identifying characteristics of radar
signals, such as the pulse repetition frequency (PRE) and
pulse width (PW) . In its development, emphasis was placed on
the matching of the measuring process with the illumination
period, that is, the period of time in which there are
bursts of racar energy arriving at the Intercept Receiver.
Conventional pulsed radar signals were assumed during
the experiment. As was pointed out in Chapter V, pulsed
radars still represent a great percentage of real-world
radars. The AN/SPS-10 for example, a conventional surface
search racar, during a survey carried cut in 1973, was
reported as the most used radar in the US fleet, with more
than 360 units installed, besides being widely used in ether
navies. Seme modern systems use modulations in the PrF or
PH and in these situations digital processors with complex
hardware and software should be used fcr analysis.
In order to illustrate this description, representative
parameter values fcr specific radars will be given, as well
as the liirits for these parameters will be established.
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* PEP - A reasonable range of values for conventional
search, tracking or navigation radars is from 400 tc 4000
pps. With a single PRF larger than this limit, the naaxifflum
unambiguous range becomes too small. With lower P5F the
tendence is tc have a small number of echoes superimposed,
representing poor integration. In this case, the radar
system dees not have a very good improvement factor in the
signal/ncise ratio required for a certain probatility of
detection. A PRf of 650 pps is typical of the SPS-10.
* PW - values between 0.1 and 60 microseconds are
commonly found. Pulse compression techniques, especially
chirp radars, are in widespread use and therefore pulses can
be longer without losing discrimination in range. Systems
that dc net use these techniques should maintain a
ccapromise between short pulses, leading to an improved
range resclution and long pulses, allowing great energy and
ccnseguent increased range of detection. The SPS-10 has a
choice between two pulse widths, 0.3 or 1.3' microseconds.
* rctaticnal rate of the antenna - Typical numbers for
track-while-scan mode are 5 to 20 rpm. With faster rotation
the trade-off is again a poor integration and its attending
ccnseguences . With slower rotation, fast targets could not
be properly fcllcwed. A value of 6 rpm is representative of
a conventional radar operating at a long-range-search mcde.
* beamwidth of tne main lobe - Once more the value of
this parameter is determined by trade-offs in the
characteristics of the system. Small teamwidths are
advantageous for an improved angular resolution as well as
for a better immunity to jamming. Larger beamwidths imply in
more echo pulses received and better integration
possibilities. A beamwidth value of 120 was assumed during
the experiment.
In Older tc have acre data tc work with, leading to a
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better p€rf cimiancc, it is necessarj for the Intercept
Receiver that the radar being analyzed emit in its direction
during a considerable amount of time. Fortunately, this is
also the goal of the radar: to receive the maxiraurn possible
numter of echoes. Indeed, the number of pulses received by
the cmnidirectional antenna of the Intercept Receiver is
approximately the same number of echo pulses received at the
radar.
Eased on the average data given above, it was possible
to calculate the illumination period or time of permanence
on target of the radar antenna beam. This value, given by
Antenna Beamwidth (degrees)
Illunination period = sec
6 X Antenna Scan Rate (rpm)
was therefore found to be 0.33 sec.
If the illumination period happened to be longer, it
could be possible to count the number of pulses that occur
during a gate of cne second. This number directly should
represent the PRF. However, even by picking favorable
parameter conditicns, a maximum value of 0.33 seconds was
found. Therefore, for these situations, the least
significant digit was lost when trying to measure the ERF by
the process cf counting pulses within a gate. The precision
of the least significant digit, however, is not very
important because the goal was to identify the radar, and
this was not affected by this loss. Id more adverse
situations, that is, when the illumination period was less
than 0.1 seconds, two digits were lost. When this happened,
however, it was because the PR? was longer than 1000 pps and
therefore the twc most significant digits were still
present, allowing a reasonable identification. This
consider at icn is based on the fact that the radar had its
parameters adjusted in order to receive at least 10 echoes
from a single target, for an acceptable presentation.
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In cth€r words, if the illumination period is short due
to a narrow teamwidth of the main lobe or to a fast
rotational rate of the radar antenna, the PRF is normally
increased to keep a high integration of the received echoe'S.
At this point, it should be mentioned that another
apfroach is tc measure the Period Repetition Interval (PRI)
.
This can be done ty measuring the time interval between two
successive leading (or trailing) edges of received pulses.
This process, however, normally requires an iterative
ccmpariscD between measurements, due to irregularities in
the shape and timing of the received pulses. Also, since
radars are iiore ccmmonly specified by their PRF, more
circuitry is required to invert the PRI value found. This
approach is acre easily implemented in digital processors.
B. fl£ASUBEM£KT OF TH2 PRF
!• Ijsic "Counter Theory
If a precisely known time period is established, an
unknown frequency can be measured by totalizing the number
of pulses ocurring during this time-gate and by applying an
appropriate conversion factor to obtain the desired
parameter unit, such as pulses per second, megahertz, etc...
This tine feriod was provided by a free-running oscillator
and decade dividers. A block diagram for this configuration
is shewn in Fig. 12 while Fig. 13 presents typical Cecade
Cctnting Assemblies.
Although for the PRF measurement only the three last



























































































































































w€i€ useful, a 10 Mhz crystal was employed so that the same
oscillatcr circuit could be used for PW measurements, as
will be seen later.
Bith reference to Fig. 13, the fcllowing
descriptions apply:
* CCUNT - count input ro decade counters from the main
gate
* XPEB - transfer pulse which transfers the count in
the decace counters into the 4 Bit Latches (memory)
* RESEI - reset pulse which resets the decade counters
to zero pricE to start of new count period.
2. Ccnticl Part
When applied to the PRF measurement, the basic
counter tteory must take into account the fact that the
radar actenna could be rotating. Therefore, different from
normal frequency counters, a continuous train of pulses did
net exist, and instead only happened during the illumination
period. Means for synchronizing the opening of the
measuremeDt gate with the arrival of the train of pulses
were tried. Ihis was however a very critical point because
wher only a few pulses are received, loss or even one pulse
cculd represent a prohibitive error in this PRF measurement.
Of critical importance is the loss of the synchrorizing
pulse. Also, the triggered oscillator was harder to adapt
to the PW measuring circuit. For these reasons, it seemed
worthwhile tc try another method, leaving the time-base
oscillatcr operating in a free-running mode.
In this type of approach, it can be seen that,
depending cd the random arrival of the train of pulses, a
gate could pcssibly not count correctly, this happeninq whan
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it is net ccflipletely filled wirh pulses. However, by Icgic
control, it was possible to ensure that only correct values
stay displaced. The way this was done is suggested ty the
logic circuitry shewn in Fig. 14 and the corresponding
waveforms and timing are presented in Fig. 15. The
illumination-period waveform was indeed a siaulation of the
envelope cf the train of pulses received.
Figure 15 depicts the more unfavorable situation
where the relative position of the illumination period is
such that it begins a short time after a main gate. In this
case, in crder to have a gate count correctly, a minimum
illuminaticn period of three times the duration of the main
gate was required. Or conversely, tne main gate must be at
mcst cne-thiid of the illumination period.
It cculd be observed that the first transfer pulse
sent to the LFDs an erroneous reading but, immediately
following, there was at least one transfer pulse that
carried the correct reading. This last value stay displayed
until the arrival of the next train of pulses, about 10
seconds latei. It is important to observe that, for otner
situaticDS, if a subsequent last gate was again just
partially filled, its erroneous counting was not transfsred.
This was because ttere did not exist a corresponding tranfer
pulse for this gate. Indeed, as seen in Fig. 14, transfer
pulses «ere obtained by a logic combination in an ANT gate
of the "transfer enable" and the illuminaticn period that
had already finished. About the temporary errcneous
reading, it was practically imperceptible and, in addition,
it only occurred on certain unfavorable conditions,
therefore not being of any concern.
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C. MfASOBEMINT OF THE PULSE WIETH
A time interval meter has basically the same idea as the
freguencj cc\;Dter presented previously, with the exception
that the rcles of the input signal and time base are
switched. This means that, looking back at Fig. 12, inputs
to the nair gate are exchanged. Therefore, in the time
interval iieter/ a selected time base is gated to the cecade
counters for a period of time determined by the input
signal. In the PW measurement, the leading edge of a
received pulse opened the main gate and the trailing edge of
the same pulse closed it. For the case of larger PWs, as it
was desired to have the display directly in microseconds,
the tap cf one microsecond was selected at the decade
dividers asseitlies.
It shculd be noticed that, different from the PRF
measurement case, the train of pulses that was counted was
continuous and no special provisions for synchronism must be
made. Figures 16 and 17 respectively present the circuitry
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A. GENEBAL CL ASSI IICATION [39]
1 • Surf ace-tojAir Shi^borne Missiles
* ASEIEE 1-A, developed by Selania, Italy, to b€ used
with the flltctios system [^0]. This system, which has
already teen delivered to the Italian and two other navies,
at present uses the AIM-7E Sparrow 3 missile.
The forward section of the Aspide contains the
guidance ucit, which consists essentially of the autc-filot,
the radar receiver, and its self-aligning antenna. The radar
receiver, a icncpulse, fast tuning in the I-tand (8-10 Ghz)
,
processes the illuminator signals reflected from the taiiget,
and computes the error relative to the collision course.
These error data are fed to the auto-pilot, which then
transmits the necessary course correction signal tc the
ccntrcl surfaces.
It can alsc be used as an air-to-air missile with
very good capability in the following areas - ECCM and fixed
ecbc supressicn, short range performance, effectiveness at
high altitude and unit cost. It will be the main armament of
the Italian ^ir Force's F-104 interceptors.
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* MASOFCa MK II, developed ty Ecan fiuelle, France, to
equip the guided missiles French frigates Cclbert, Suffren
and Duquesne. Supersonic targets can be intercepted at
ranges of up to 20 miles. The missile, which carries a
proximity-fused high explosive warhead, has two versions:
Med 2 with a beam-rider guidance system
Hcd 3 with a semi-active homing system.
* CSCTAIE, developed by Thcmsom-CSF, France, and
selected b^ the French Navy to defend its fleet of
heliccpter-carriers, frigates and corvettes against
supersonic air attacks. It is an all weather, low-altitude
weapon systei.
* SEA lART^ manufactured by Hawker Siddeley, England,
has been fitted ic Poyal Navy and also cc two type 42
Argentiniac destroyers. It employs semi-activs radar homing
using the Tracker Illuminator Radar type 909. It has high
and low altitude capability against aircraft and missiles
and can te used in the surface-to-surface role. The radar
type 909 probably has a C-band operating freguency range and
elaborate ECCM are incorporated to counter both active and
passive ECM. Bange is 20 miles.
* SEACAT, manufactured by Short Bros and Harland,
England, and standard armament aboard the following navies:
English, Erazilian, Argentinian, Federal German, Chilean,
and several others. Therefore, a number of different fire
control systeis are in use, the more modern being a closed
circuit TV system. It has a short range of about two miles.
* STANEABC BIM-66A/67A, manufactured by General
Dynamics, ISA, in two versions, one to replace Tartar and
the other tc replace Terrier. Both versions have
all-electric controls, solid-state electronics, an adaptive
auto-pilct and a semi-active homing system. The model 66A
has a range of about 10 miles, while model 67A, due to its
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twc-stag€ pcwerplant, has a range of 30 miles.
* SEAWCII/ developed by British Aircraft Corporation
and advertised as the most precise weapon against missiles.
Acccrding tc its description it will also provide vessels
with powerful self-defense against several types of
aircraft. Acguisiticn radars are Marconi 967 and 968,
tracking raccr Karconi 910 and missile TV tracking by a
Marccni-Ellictt system.
* GCEiEI, or SA-N-3, a Russian missile developed tc
equip th.€ t eliccpter-carrier Moskwa and the Kresta-II class
cruisers. Its range is about 20 miles but other data is not
available in the urclassified literature.
* SA-N-U, a missile also in service on the Russian Navy
aboard its Nanuchka class corvettes and destroyers cf the
Krivak class. It is an all-weather missile for defense
against lew-level attack from the air.
2. Surf ace- to- Surface Shi_pbcrne Mis si les
* EXCCEI, model MM 38, manufactured by Aerospatiale,
France, and designed to provide warships with all-weather
attack capability against ethers surface vessels. The
missile flight profile consists of a pre-guidance phase set
up in the missile circuits before launch and a final
guidance phase during which the missile flies directly
towards the target under the control of its active homing
head. Throughout the flight the missile is mantained at very
low altitude by a FM radio altimeter. It has a high
subsonic cruising speed and a range of about 20 miles. The
French, Eritish, German, Greek, Brazilian, Argentinian and
other navies have ordered this missile. Also available now
is the model AM 39, fired from a helicopter.
* OTCMAI, manufactured by a consortium Engins Katra,
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France and CTC Melara, Italy, and ordered by the Italian and
Venezuelan navies. Subsequent to launching it follows a
cruise phase toward the target's predicted position, flying
at low level under radio altimeter control and inertial
guidance. Ae active homing head is used for the terminal
phase. Its range is about 30 miles being a sea-skimmer for
the last tsc miles. Otomat can also be used as an
air-tc-surf ace missile.
* GAEHIEI I, manufactured by Israel Aircraft Industries
and operated ly the Israeli Navy mounted in the class Saar
fast attack craft-missile. During the mid part cf its
trajectory, the missile has probably radar control froi ship
in the hcrizcntal plane while its height is maintained by a
radio altimeter. Terminal guidance is supposed to be
passive hcming. Gabriel I is a sea-skimmer with speed mach
0.7 and ranee 14 miles.
* PEMGOIN, developed by Kongsberg Vaaspenfabrikk,
Norway, and fitted in Norwegian frigates and fast attack
craft. It has an inertial guidance system with passive
infrared terninal homing.
* HAfiPCCN [4 1], an all-weather anti-ship missile with
rarge of 60 miles developed by McDonnell Douglas, USA,
capable cf being launched from aircraft, surface ships and
sutmarines. Midccurse guidance consists cf a attitude
reference platform and a digital computer. In the terminal
phase active radar guidance takes ever with a
frequency-agile radar varying the operating frequency
randomly ever a wide bandwidth. Cruise altitude is at low
level, ccnticlled by a radar altimeter. Harpoon has a high
subsonic cruise sp€€d and the terminal flight profile is
pcp-up or sea-skimmer.
* SZA KIILER UK II, a sea-skimmer missile developed by
Sistel, Italy, with guidance type beam-rider/radio
ccmmand/radar altimeter sysrems. A helicopter-tc-ship
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version kncvic as the MARTE system is presently arder a
pr€-product icn development contract.
* SIIX, the Russian missile used in Warsaw Pact forces
and also ty several other navies, Cuban, Chinese, Indian,
Syrian. This missile may be programmed for shorter ranges
and has an active radar or infrared terminal homing
capability.
* SH5DDCCK, cne of the largest of the Russian cruise
missiles. Ccmmand guidance is used and the missile is
tracked by Scoop Pair radar and course corrections
transmitted to it by radio. For the terminal phase it is
believed that infrared homing is used. Missile speed is
transonic anc range is limited mainly by radar horizons.
several other surface-to-surface missiles are
believed to te in use by the Russians, all improved versions
of the twc described above. A list and partial description
of these ard other Russian missiles was recently published
in an EW magczine ['^2].
3 . ill" tc-Sur face t^ issi les
* MABTEI AS 37 from a consortium Engins Matra, France
and Hawker Siddeley, England, in two forms: a passive radar
hcming missiJe or a television guided missile operated by a
weapon operator abroad the parent aircraft. Cartel is
operational with the Fleet Air Arm and RAF on Eucaneer
aircraft and the French services on Mirage III-E, Jaguar and
Atlantic aircraft.
* KCRMOEAN, developed by Messerschmitt-Bolkcw- Elohm,
Germany, and just beginning guantity production. Kormoran is
an all-w€ath€i weapon which features an autonomous, inertial
navigation system in the cruising phase and an active radar




* AS- 1 1 (£ 1) ,f rom Aerospatiale, France, carried by 1U
different types of aircraft (fixed and rotary wing) of 19
nations including all ASW aircrafts of NATO countries. The
guidance is visual/manual, with a gyrostatilized optical
sighting system, through wires from the control. It is
being replaced by the AS-12, being prepared for autcmatic
guidance.
* SEA SFCA, model CL 834, manufactured by Short Bros
and Harland, England, for use from helicopters. Guidance
with radar/radio control terminal homing.
* CCNDCF, model AGM-53A, developed by Rockwell
International, OSA, a supersonic cruise missile with range
of U5 miles and intended for use on carrier-borne aircraft,
particularly the A-6. Condor, presently at a pre-production
phase, has a conventional warhead and its guidance is by
radio control/TV homing.
* SHSIKE, model AGM-USA, developed ty Naval Weapons
Center, CSA, with a range of seven miles and a speed mach 2.
Passive radar hcmirg.
* SIANEiED ABM, model AGM-78A, manufactured by General
Dynamics, DSP., a passive radar homing sissile fcr the
destruction cf surface-to-air missile tattery radars.
* KELT, a Russian missile with active radar homing. A
mere modern aissile is the Kerry but there is no
unclassified data available. At least a greater speed (mach
3) and an increased range are expected.
4. flir^tc^Air jlissiles
* PHCENIX XAia-7E, developed by Hughes, OSA, . and
specified fcr the OS Navy's F-ia aircraft. The missile is
racar-guided , capable of all-weather operation and with
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particular ajclicaticn to long-range targets,
* SPiEECS AIM-7E, by Raytheon, QSA, in service with
several aircraft of the OS Navy and Air Force. It is also
used in the Italian interceptors F-104 until it is replaced
by the Aspide, probably in 1977. Homing is by means of a
Raytheon ccntinuous-wave semi-active homing system. An
advanced version, designated AIM-7F is in full-scale
production and wiJl te delivered this year.
* SIEFWINDER, manufactured by Aercnutroaic Ford
Corporation, CSA, in several versions. Accent in Sidewinder
is on simplicity and so it is exported tc more than twenty
nations. Scm£ versions use serai-active radar guidance and
others are equipped with infrared homing guidance.
* MAGIC, developed by Engins Matra, France, with
infrared guidance, or another model with semi-acxive X-tand
radar homing. Ihis missile arms French Mirage interceptors.
* RED ICP, ty Hawker-Siddeley, England, an infrared
weapon for use against sub and supersonic aircraft.
All-altitude operation is possible against maneuvering
targets and an all-aspect attack capability is provided by
the Red Icp hciing and guidance system.
* BEAZO, designed to intercept an enemy aircraft by
hciring en its fire control radar emissions. The missile is
under developirent hy Hughes, USA, and employs a broadband
receiver thought to be optimized for use against the J-band
fire ccnticl radar of the Foxbat A interceptor version of
the Soviet MiG-25.
* A£E, carried by the Russian long range interceptor
Tupolev lu-2eE Fiddler. The Ash (AA-5) is eguipped either
with a passive infrared homing head or with a semi-active
radar guidance head.
* ACBIE {AA-6) , a Russian missile used with the ??iG-25
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Foxhat h high altitude interceptor, Maxiicuni missile speed
above 2.5 laach. Like the ASH there are also two versions,





1. Fal£€-tarcet ceneraticn 32
2. Search-lcck-Jam-Transponder 36
3. RGFC - FregueDcy-Memory-Loop 4C
4. RGPC - loopless-MecDory-Lcop 42
5. IFM discriminator 63
6. IFM fclai display 65
7. Scanninc Superheterodyne Receiver 67
8. Slew Scan - Intermediate Scan 66
S. Rapid Scan - Microscan 70
10. Channelized Receiving System 73
11. Eragg acousto^optical processing 79
12. FRF - basic circuit 120
13. Decade Counting Assemblies 121
14. ERF - Icgic control 124
15. ERF - tilling waveforms 125
16. PW - logic control 127
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